**Our Guarantee**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
692026 Egon Schiele. By Frank Whitford. Only twenty-eight when he died, Egon Schiele lived in Vienna during its last years as capital of the declining Habsburg empire. When he died he left behind him a body of work that sustains a huge public reputation as a myth. Whitford sets out to examine both in this volume. Well illus., in color. 216 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x8½. Pub. at $17.95. $6.95


689537 THE WORLD OF FLOWER BLUE: Pop Chalee–An Artistic Biography. By Margaret Cesa. One of the first Native American women artists to achieve national fame, recognition and commercial success, the author presents the difficult journey Pop Chalee walked on her road to an artistic life. Her paintings, jewelry, textile designs and murals grace museums, private collections and public institutions across the nation. Well illus. in color. 254 pages. Red Crane. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

6833370 THE BAMBOO BASKET ART OF HIGASHI TAKESONOKAI. By L. Colsen & R.T. Cowillard. With a fervor for artwork and painting, but limited resources and opportunity to pursue this passion, Take sanso resorted to bamboo basket making, a job that would later turn into a lifelong career. His extraordinary talent and ability to create such artwork transforms this hobby into a much-admired and highly praised profession. Fully illus., in color. 104 pages. Colsen Occasional Press. 10¼x13.5. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $7.95

6890685 TO FORM FROM AIR: Music and the Art of Raymond Jonson. By Robert Ware. Explores the importance of music to Jonson’s work and his development of his version of American nonrepresentational painting. Jonson believed that properly tuned colors and rhythms on the stage and on canvas could move the human spirit with the same grace and authority as a musical composition. Well illus. in color. 108 pages. Museum of New Mexico. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

6944130 JOHN CONSTABLE: British Artist. By William Vaughan. Best known for his idyllic paintings of the English countryside, John Constable’s work was a benchmark for naturalist painters through Europe and America in the 19th century. Drawing extensively from the artist’s correspondence, this survey sheds new light on Constable’s artistic aims and achievements. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x8½. Pub. at $26.95. $11.95

6911358 Sarah Charlesworth: Doubleworld. Ed. by M. Norton & M. Gioni. Exhibition catalog. Features series such as Stills (1980), a group of 14 large-scale works rephotographed from periodicals, to the 1988 John Doe diptychs, to the 1991 and now celebrated American art and his works’ enthusiastic reception. His handsomely designed and compact blueprint for a precise, ordered presentation. He sets his sights on the core of his subject—man—toward the end of his life, and in so doing, move the artist’s life and career: This collection of essays focuses on the painting’s visual components and its cultural context. Well illus., in color. 224 pages. Assouline. 6¼x8¼. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

6850780 William Steiger: Transport. By Richard Vine et al. The tangible, workaday American landscape is the nucleus of Steiger’s blueprint for his precise, ordered presentation. He sets his sights on the core of his subject—man—toward the end of his life, and in so doing, move the artist’s life and career: This collection of essays focuses on the painting’s visual components and its cultural context. Well illus., in color. 224 pages. Assouline. 6¼x8¼. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

6989268 Ceanne and American Modernism. By K. Rothkopf & G. Stavitsky. Exhibition catalog. The first book devoted to Ceanne’s impact on American art and his works’ enthusiastic reception. His handsomely designed and compact blueprint for a precise, ordered presentation. He sets his sights on the core of his subject—man—toward the end of his life, and in so doing, move the artist’s life and career: This collection of essays focuses on the painting’s visual components and its cultural context. Well illus., in color. 224 pages. Assouline. 6¼x8¼. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

6850790 Emma & John Steuart Clark. By Susan C. & Neil J. Larsen. The definitive monograph of the Clark family, the nation’s foremost collectors of art. Packed with essays on every aspect of the Clark’s life and work, this volume presents some of the artist’s most intriguing works in three-dimensional pop-ups. Thames & Hudson. 12x13.5. $32.95

65844047 M.C. Escher POP-UPS. By Paul Watson. The art of Pop artist M.C. Escher is like that of no other artist, instantly recognizable to millions around the world. His works represent an endlessly fascinating marriage of math and mathematics. This volume presents some of the artist’s most intriguing works in three-dimensional pop-ups. Thames & Hudson. 12x13.5. $32.95

6853177 Berthe Morisot. By Jean-Dominique Rey. Morisot was the foremost French woman artist of her generation. This volume fully features unpublished correspondence with key members of the impressionist movement, and showcases the life and work of this influential artist. Well illus., in color. 224 pages. Flammarion. 8¾x11¼. Import. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

6819989 Picasso and the Art of Drawing. By Christopher Lloyd. A former curator of The Queen’s Pictures shows why the first 200 drawings done by Picasso serving all manner of purposes, are the vital thread that runs through Picasso’s entire oeuvre and discusses the unique perspective that occupied in his life. Well illus., many in color. 219 pages. Modern Art Press. 8½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

6931391 TOULOUSE-LAUTREC IN PARIS. By Franck Mautbert. Exhibition catalog. Presents a selection of works from the National Gallery of Art in Washington: Toulouse-Lautrec and Montmartre. Fully illus., many in color. 80 pages. Assouline. 6¼x8¼. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

6809700 William Steiger: The Big Dig. By Richard Vine et al. The tangible, workaday American landscape is the nucleus of Steiger’s blueprint for his precise, ordered presentation. He sets his sights on the core of his subject—man—toward the end of his life, and in so doing, move the artist’s life and career: This collection of essays focuses on the painting’s visual components and its cultural context. Well illus., in color. 224 pages. Assouline. 6¼x8¼. Pub. at $25.00. $6.95

694177X LEONARDO: Discoveries from Verrocchio’s Studio. By Laurence Kanter et al. Exhibition catalog. A groundbreaking re-examination of the beginnings of Leonardo da Vinci’s life as an artist that revises our understanding of his role in the studio of his teacher, Andrea del Verrocchio. Includes three essays presenting recent scientific analysis and imaging that support the interpretations of paintings, or parts of paintings, to Leonardo. Well illus., in color. 144 pages. Yale. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. $27.95

6941753 Frida Kahlo: Beyond the Myth. Ed. by Diego Sileo. Exhibition catalog. This stunning volume offers an original take on the most famous and acclaimed Mexican artist in the world. Includes systematic study of his life and work, supported by archive materials providing new insights into his life and work. Well illus., in color. 365 pages. 24 Ore Cultura. 9½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $45.00. $32.95

6933823 Samuel F. Morse’s Galleries, Drawings and the Art of Invention. Ed. by Peter John Brownlee. This is one of the most significant, and enigmatic, works of early nineteenth century American art. It is also one of the most poetic works Morse painted before turning his attention to the invention of the telegraph and Morse code. This collection of essays focus on the painting’s visual components and its cultural context. Well illus., in color. 224 pages. Yale. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. $14.95

691000X Robert Bateman’s Canada. Features twenty never before published paintings by the celebrated artist showcasing the history, diversity, and natural wonder of Canada, from coast to coast. Fully illus., in color. 137 pages. S.S. $49.95

689092X William Birch: Picturing the American Scene. By E.T. Cooperman & L.C. Sherk. Birch arrived in the American colonies in 1794 and soon influenced the culture of the young nation by creating the first sets of engraved views ever published in the U.S. The authors introduce the reader to the artist’s life and career providing an invaluable resource for American landscape historians, and for readers eager to glimpse America in the early years of its independence. Well illus., in color. 150 pages. UP. 11x8½. Pub. at $75.00. $24.95

6179191 Birds of a Feather: Joseph Cornell’s Homage to Juan Gris. By Mary Clare McKinley. In homage to the Cubist artist, this book presents a selection of Cornell’s most celebrated art, a timely meditation on the relationship between abstract art and the natural world. Over 200 drawings and paintings are accompanied by observations about the birds and their habitats. 112 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8½. Pub. at $24.99. $12.95

6897444 Wayne Thiebaud: Draftsmen. By Isabelle Dervaux. This volume comprehensively documented in this volume. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. MMA. 7x9. Pub. at $19.95. $17.95

679369X Rubens: His Life and Work in 500 Images. By Susie Hodge. Examines one of the 17th century’s most versatile, original and prolific artists, often classed as the supreme Baroque painter of northern Europe. This book features a gallery of Peter Paul Rubens’s work, from dramatic altarpieces to atmospheric landscapes to mythological scenes. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Lorenz. 8½x11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95
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Dive into the rich tapestry of the arts with Art Monographs, where each title explores a different facet of the creative world. From the meticulous craft of Bosch in "Bosch in Detail," to the experimental works of Caravaggio in "Caravaggio: The Crucifixion of Saint Andrew," this collection invites you to explore the lives and legacies of artists through beautifully illustrated volumes.

- "Bosch in Detail" by Charles M. Rosenberg reveals the intricate symbolism of Bosch's work, capturing the artist's vision through the lens of cultural history. The book draws from the Rijksmuseum's holdings in Amsterdam, offering fresh insights and discoveries of this Dutch master, spanning his entire career from his early works to his later, more complex pieces.

- "Caravaggio: The Crucifixion of Saint Andrew" by Matthi Forrer examines Caravaggio's oeuvre, tracing the evolution of his style from early works to his成熟晚期. Illustrated with archival images and photographs of the artist, this volume showcases one of Vanni's masterpieces, acquired by the Yale University Art Gallery in 2003.

- "Rembrandt's Master Pupils" by Till-Holger Borchert highlights the impact of Rembrandt's pupils on the Dutch Golden Age. The book features over 20 color plates and 170 pages of analysis, providing a comprehensive overview of the influence Rembrandt had on the next generation of artists.

- "Rembrandt's Master Pupils: Artists Monographs" by Edward R. Rosenthal offers a detailed examination of Rembrandt's influence on his pupils. Illustrated with clear line drawings and biographical sketches, this volume provides a rich resource for understanding the development of art in the early 17th century.

- "John Baldessari: A Catalogue Raisonne of Prints and Multiples, 1971-2007" by Sharon Coplan Hurwitz offers a comprehensive look at the artist's prolific output. Illustrated with over 200 color plates, this volume captures the evolution of Baldessari's work from his early experiments with collage to his later photomontages.

Art Monographs is a comprehensive guide to the worlds of music, theater, and dance. Well illustrated, many in color, these volumes are perfect for anyone looking to delve deeper into the history and techniques of these art forms. Whether you're a seasoned collector or a casual reader, these books provide a rich trove of information and inspiration.
**685317 WILLIAM WEGMAN PAINTINGS.** With Amy Hempel et al. A retrospective on the work of Wegman, who constructs scenes that range from intimate interiors to cosmic vistas, filling auditorially complex spaces with intriguing incident. The panoramic canvases, which allow the viewer to explore a series of frozen moments, are sumptuous in color and composition, and range from the personal to the allegorical. Full illus. in color. 452 pages. Yale. 10x12¼. Pub. at $80.00 **$99.95**

**687204 JAMES NORTHCOTE, PITIY PAINTING, AND THE FABLES.** By Mark Ledbury. Edward Sorensen's essay establishes Polidoro's proper place in the canon of art history. Well illustrated. This first account in English, Polidoro's radical Sicilian paintings are a comprehensive study of his work since 1980, and a unique one of the most influential, experimental and highly personal. Well illus., most in color. 384 pages. Yale. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $60.00 **$49.95**

**689237 CEZANNE AND THE PAST: Tradition and Creativity.** By Judit Gesko. Cézanne is one of the greatest painters and, nowadays, among the most famous painters in history. This volume focuses upon one decade of Cézanne as he synthesized the painting of past centuries and laid the foundations of modern art. Full illus. in color. 532 pages. MFA. **$95.00**

**689201 CHARIS WHITE: A Retrospective.** Ed. by S.K. Oehler & E. Adler. Exhibition catalog. Tracing White’s career from his emergence in Chicago to his mature practice as an artist, activist, and educator in New York and Los Angeles, leading experts provide an in-depth look into his creative process as a writer and as an artist. His brilliant work as a photographer, his political activism and interest in history, the relationship between his art and his teaching, and the importance of feminism in his work. Full illus., many in color. 248 pages. Art Institute of Chicago. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 **$39.95**

**6866833 JASPER JOHNS: Pictures Within Pictures, 1980-2015.** By Fiona Donovan. This gorgeous volume provides a comprehensive study of his work since 1980, and a unique viewpoint to view and further understand his highly beautiful and intriguing works by an artist who continues to be at the forefront of American art. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $60.00 **$44.95**

**6867994 ZAO WOU-KI, 1935-2010.** Ed. by Y. Hirashima & F. Marquet. Features more than three hundred works. Highlights the artist’s great abstract oil paintings. This stunning volume also gives due attention to his paintings, allowing you an unparalleled opportunity to appreciate his remarkable skills and vivid imagination. A notable art historian’s light on Bosch’s works, career, life, and culture. Goes well beyond the boundaries of his work and from his beginnings as a sixteen year old commercial artist in Los Angeles to the last painting to grace her easel. Full illus. in color. 264 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $79.95 **$39.95**

**3382220 HIERONYMUS BOSCH.** By Laser Silver. Glorious volume features numerous exquisite close-up details of the artist's paintings, allowing you an unparalleled opportunity to appreciate his remarkable skills and vivid imagination. A notable art historian’s light on Bosch’s works, career, life, and culture. Goes well beyond the boundaries of his work and from his beginnings as a sixteen year old commercial artist in Los Angeles to the last painting to grace her easel. Full illus. in color. 264 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $79.95 **$39.95**

**6859500 CARAVAGGIO’S EYE.** By Clive Whitfield. Focuses on a few crucial years of Caravaggio’s development, in order to cast light on what made him in the eyes of his contemporaries. This stunning volume is filled with stories, artifacts, and photographs and contains the largest catalog of his artworks to date. 272 pages. The Center for Art in Words. 8½x11. **$48.95**

**5863246 ALPHONSE MUCHA: Masterworks.** By Rosalind progressively. This encyclopedic, and mysterious qualities of the artist’s great abstract oil paintings. This volume focuses upon one decade of Cézanne as he synthesized the painting of past centuries and laid the foundations of modern art. Full illus. in color. 532 pages. MFA. **$95.00**

**1685051 LIN EMERY.** By Philip F. Palmiero. In this lavishly illustrated volume, Emery provides a concise and comprehensive account of the artist’s artistic progression. Spanning nearly sixty years, Emery’s career has been a spirited discovery and an erudite path to her explorations in bronze, aluminum, and other media. Full illus. in color. 224 pages. Flammarion. 11x14. **$65.00**

**5873952 MARK ROTHKO: Break into the Light.** By Susan Gunther. One of the 20th century’s greatest painters with this beautiful volume, celebrating the mythical and emotional world of Mark Rothko. A dazzling volume crafted from the deceptively simple works. Pieces from across his career are displayed, while fascinating text delves into his themes, ideas, and methodology. Full illus. in color. 191 pages. Flame Tree. 8½x11. **Price Cut to $14.95**

**5754120 HEATH ROBINSON: Masterpieces of Art.** By Susan Grange. Celebrates some of the most famous works of Robinson including the literary and humorous, as well as his complex contraptions. An introduction provides an overview of Robinson’s fascinating life, from training at the Royal Academy to supporting his five children with his work and dealing with the social and economic changes of two world wars. Well illus., many in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8½x11. **$9.75**

**4522681 LEONARDO DA VINCI DRAWINGS: Masterpieces of Art.** By Susan Grange. Da Vinci’s stand-alone drawings as well as those nestled in his notebooks encompass both his artistic and scientific skills and illuminates his truly great mind. This volume takes a detailed look at Leonardo’s drawings, which became some of his most revealing works. Full illus., most in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8½x11. **$9.75**

**6828760 HELEN FRANKENTHALER: After Abstract Expressionism, 1959-1962.** By John Elderfield. Features fourteen paintings and two works on paper by the renowned American abstract artist. Highlighting a radical and lesser-known body of works within the artist’s oeuvre. Never before and rarely published photographic documents appear throughout, along with a new, insightful text by the author. 88 pages. Rizzoli. 11x12¾. **Price Cut to $31.95**

**685415X SARGENT: The Masterworks.** By Stephen L. Herthird. This is the first major book devoted to the painter’s work features more than 100 of his most beloved paintings. Illustrating all aspects of his diverse oeuvre–portraits, landscapes, mural commissions—in oil and watercolor, art, tracing all facets of his career and providing a detailed history with superb images drawn from masterpieces like Medusa, Judith Beheading Holofernes and The Fortune Teller. It provides a fresh and meticulous look at this true genius. Full illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12¾. Pub. at $65.00 **Price Cut to $29.95**

**680182X CEZANNE: Metamorphoses.** Ed. by Alexander Eiling. This remarkable survey provides a new way of considering Paul Cézanne’s work (and access to see) to capture the secrets and essence of the world around him. Cézanne’s work revealed a reality constantly in flux. The expressionist modernism that swept through the lens of that philosophy, organizing individual works into a series of thematic phases. 353 pages. Prestel. 9¾x12. **Price Cut to $34.95**

**5971209 CY TWOMBLY.** Ed. by Jonas Storvare. Produces a meticulous retrospective of this central figure of 20th-century art, tracing all facets of his career and providing a detailed history with superb images drawn from masterpieces like Medusa, Judith Beheading Holofernes and The Fortune Teller. It provides a fresh and meticulous look at this true genius. Full illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12¾. Pub. at $65.00 **Price Cut to $34.95**

**6840949 FRANK THORNE’S BATTING BEAUTIES.** Presents a multi-faced portrait of artist Frank Thorne, while a detailed history of the artist and his work is developed by interviews with comics historian Larry Davis Thorne, covering the artist’s multi-faceted career. Full illus., many in color. 128 pages. Hepworth Press. **Price Cut to $39.95**

**6793428 I STILL GET CHILLS! The Amazing Life and Work of Don Rosa.** By Alex Jakubowick, photos by L. Landmann. From the cartoonist behind The Life and Times of Scottie McDuck, Don Rosa is a legend. But who is the man behind the duck? Wishing Rosa’s remarkable talent and the complexity that like other artists to deliver an intimate portrait of this dazzling figure, complete with treasures from his legendary collection. Full illus. in color. 288 pages. Edition Lannuher. 11x10¾. **Price Cut to $44.95**
Art History & Criticism

598407 WHEN ART REALLY WORKS. By A. Panikhurst & L. H. Thayer. A selection of eighty outstanding masterworks from around the world and spanning the millennia, assessing just what it is that makes each of them so great, enabling you to appreciate groundbreaking talents that have emerged in every age. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Baron's. 7½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

694634 LOOKING JEWISH: Visual Culture & Modern Diaspora. By Carol Zehel. Focuses on artists and cultural figures in interwar Eastern Europe and postwar America. By blending Jewishness and mainstream modernism, these artists created a uniquely diasporic art, one that transcended dominant national traditions. 198 pages. Illus. 6½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.00. $11.95

690859 THE 613. By Archie Rand. The 613 Jewish commandments, adapted by artist Archie Rand into a series of attractive side of the art world. His reconstruction of the 613 commandments is both intriguing and sometimes bewildering insights into the fates of art agents when they bring unwelcome news. Illus. 351 pages. Amsterdam UP 6¾x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $54.50. $9.95

691131 THE ROMANTIC REVOLUTION: A History. By Tim Blanning. A superb, concise account of a cultural upheaval that still shapes sensibilities today. A rebellion against the rationality of the enlightenment, Romanticism was a profound shift in expression that altered the way art was viewed and made famous works and figures. Works discussed are Sandro Botticelli, La Primavera; Botticelli, The Night Watch; Michelangelo, David; and Gauguin, The Yellow Christ. Illus. 244 pages. Modern Library. 5¼x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

693847 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY MASTERS: The Private Life of a Masterpiece. This series reveals the fascinating stories behind famous works of art—including the great Venetians and Dutch masters—how they came to be created, their influence, and how they came to have a life of their own. Works discussed are Rembrandt, The Night Watch; Johannes Vermeer, The Art of Painting; and Diego Velázquez, The Rokeby Venus. English SDH. 147 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95

★ 684432 THE GREEN MAN. By Kathleen Bastow. The Green Man, the imagination of the British landscape, has its roots in the ancient ritual images of a man sprouting leaves, is probably the most common of all motifs in medieval sculpture. Nevertheless, the significance of this image as a symbol of life has not been lost. Until Bastow published this volume—the first monograph of the Green Man in any language. Fully illus. 128 pages. D.S. Brewer. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $25.95. $19.95

673492 BREAKING VAN GOGH: Saint-Tropez, Forgery, and the $95 Million Painting. By James Gravere. The author investigates the history and authenticity of van Gogh’s iconic Wheat Field with Cypresses, currently on display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. By relying on a variety of techniques, Gravere proves that “the most expensive purchase” housed in the Met is a fake. 264 pages, Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

681243 ENGLISH STAINED GLASS. By Pallen Cowton. Stained glass is one of the glories of medieval art, and much of the finest glass can be found in England. Covering the entire golden age, from 1100 to 1530, this study reveals in astonishing detail over 100 windows and panels, spanning every region. 200 color illus. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12. Pub. at $99.00. $6.95

578571 DESTRUCTION WAS MY BEAUTY. By Jean Sebba. A globe-spanning narrative that resurrects some of the 20th century’s most influential artistic figures, and describes how Dada (or Dadism), a little understood artistic phenomenon born in Europe in the midst of total war, and how the effects of this explosion are still reverberating today. Photos. 365 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95


695723 HIERONYMUS BOSCH: Garden of Earthly Delights. Belting. Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights has never ceased to fire our imagination and is arguably one of the greatest works in the history of the visual arts. In his new survey and commentary, the author interprets it as a painted Utopia. The work depicts the artist’s vision of humankind in a paradise untouched by the fall. Illus. 128 pages. Prestel. 7½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 674390 THE SECRET LIVES OF COLOR. By Kassia St. Clair. Tells the unusual stories of 75 fascinating shades, dyes, and hues. The author has turned her lifelong obsession with colors and where they come from into a unique study of human civilization. Across time and cultures, the author tells the story of the colors of our culture. 320 pages. Penguin. 5¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

688097 BEYOND VENICE: Glass in Venetian Style, 1500-1750. By Julia-Annite Page et al. Begins with a brisk introduction to the development of glassmaking in Venice itself, and then presents a survey of glass made a la fenice de venice in five regions: Austria, Spain, France, the Low Countries, and England. Fully illus., most in color. 339 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00. $12.95

6882081 PAINTING IN LATIN AMERICA, 1550-1820. Ed. by Luisa Elena Alcala et al. The first complete survey of Latin America from the Spanish Conquest to independence, displaying the richness and variety of artistic production in the Spanish territories in the western hemisphere. Providing abundant information and analysis, it’s an essential reference for a fascinating epoch in the history of world art. Illus. in color. 480 pages. Yale. 9¼x12. Pub. at $75.00. $19.95

687701 LEONARDO’S LAST SUPPER. By Peter Greenaway. This unique volume, the famous painting of da Vinci’s “last supper,” in which Leonardo himself divided it into 160 panels, presents a life sized photograph of each panel, to allow the details of the painting to be seen as only Leonardo and his helpers would have seen it. Charta. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00. $15.95

685284 THE ART OF PASSOVER. Ed. by Stephan D. Barnes. Gathered from across the centuries and around the world, this collection of Passover art and objects is at once a stunning visual treasury and a fascinating chronicle of Jewish life in the Middle Ages. The present day, illuminated haggadahs of breathtaking vibrancy, along with artifacts finely crafted in precious metals, crystal, fabric, porcelain, and ivory. 119 pages. Universe. 9¾x9¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95. $9.95

★ 692498 ART UNFOLDED: A History of Art in Four Colours. By Ben Street. Blue, red, green, and gold. These four colors tell the story of a art in a way that few other elements can, and they are used to make them—sometimes wildly expensive, like ultramarine, or dangerously toxic, like emerald-green—to the varied and changing world of art. Fully illus. in 4-color. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

696402 THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF THE RENAISSANCE: Decoding the Hidden Symbolism of Italian Art. By Alain Danielou. Examines the layers of significance hidden below the surface of the works of Leonardo da Vinci, Fran Angelico, Donatello, Michelangelo and many others. This magnificently illustrated guide by an expert art historian shows you the key to unlock those secrets for yourself. 224 pages. Watts. 7x9½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

693843 SEEING THROUGH PAINTINGS: Physical Examination in Art Historical Studies. By A. Kirsh & R.S. Forbes. With 150 illustrations, this engaging book explains the notable details to understand what painters throughout the ages have done to create their masterpieces, or to alter composition and other elements. Discusses materials, techniques, and finishing. Well illus. in color. 328 pages. Yale. 9¼x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00. $6.95

★ 690976 GREAT PAINTINGS: The World’s Masterpieces Explored and Explained. By Karen Hosack Janes et al. Art history and social context explore the influences behind landmark paintings and how they inspired future artists in this stunning volume. Understanding art has never been so easy or so enjoyable. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $18.95

673221 LEONARDO’S HOLY CHILD: The Discovery of a Leonardo da Vinci Masterpiece—A Connoisseur’s Search for Lost Art in America. By Fred R. Kline. As a well known art historian, dealer, connoisseur and self-appointed “art explorer” Kline has made a career of scouring antique stores, estate sales and auctions looking for works from the first century. From the first drawing by da Vinci to have surfaced in more than one hundred years, and for the first time Kline reveals the steps toward its monumental discovery. 16 pages of color illus. 360 pages. Pegasus. 8¼x9½. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

★ 689312 THE PHALLOID: Sacred Symbol of Male Creative Power. By Alan Danielou. Surveys a wide range of myth, art, and cultural customs, examining phallic representations from civilizations around the world. The phallic man to the Greeks and Romans. Adults only. 119 pages. Inner Traditions. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95

684947 CHIAROSCURO: Renaissance Woodcuts from the Collections of Giorgio Vasari and the Albertina, Vienna. By Achim Gnaas et al. This handsome publication brings together more than 130 chiaroscuro woodcuts from Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands, documenting the fascinating history of chiaroscuro woodcutting. Fully illus., some in color. 229 pages. Royal Academy of Arts. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $65.00. $9.95

597495X THE EYE OF THE CONNOISSEUR: Authenticating Paintings by Impressionist & Post-Impressionist Contemporary. By Anna Tummers. A seasoned curator of old masters teaches the techniques an owner must employ to authenticate artwork. This is a must-read for everyone who values the visual art. Fully illus., many in color. 13 pages. Getty Research Institute. 9x12. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $25.00. $19.95
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6695093 MODERN ART IN DETAIL: 75 Masterpieces. By Susie Hodge. Examines 75 works of modern art, including pieces by Vincent van Gogh, Francis Bacon, Cindy Sherman, Pablo Picasso, Paul Rego and many more. Expert commentary and detailed internal details and technical tricks employed by the artist to achieve particular effects. The volume also looks at the themes and external influences that produced the 75 works. Illus. in color. 408 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

6892946 ORNAMENT AND THE GROTESQUE: Fantastical Decoration from the Middle Ages to the Modern Age. By Alessandra Zamperini. When Nero’s Domus Aurea was rediscovered in Rome at the end of the 18th century, its sumptuous interiors sparked renewed interest in ancient Rome. Their lavish ornament and revealed an unfamiliar style of classical ornament. This volume reveals this vast treasury, and brings the story up to the late 19th century and shows how the act of ornament has shaped our conception of the classical for a millennium of Islamic art in Turkey. Both the ancient and modern use of these figures, from inconspicuous piece of equipment to entire dossiers of architectural decoration, have become a subject in its own right. This book analyzes alongside images of goddesses and personifications and of the first examples of Ottoman illumination art, while also teaching us how these extraordinarily intricate pieces are created. 176 pages. Blue Dome. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

6737048 ARTISTS’ SELF-PORTRAITS. By Omar Calabrese. In his insightful, original text, the author distinguishes art historical concepts from personal insight. He explains how the genre evolved over the centuries, from early examples through its flourishing in the Renaissance to modern interpretations. Illus. well in color. 391 pages. Abbeville. 11¼x9⅞. Pub. at $135.00. $99.95

5965588 THE GOLDEN AGE BOOK: Dutch Painting. By Jiham Jaffar. This authoritative book explores the art of the Netherlands from its Golden Age. This volume presents the works of over a hundred artists. Illus. in color. 408 pages. WBOOKS. 8⅜x11. Import. Pub. at $34.95. $26.95

6940984 ART AND DEVOTION AT A BUDDHIST TEMPLE IN THE INDIAN HIMALAYA. By Melissa R. Kern. Initially shaped by one set of religious beliefs, the paintings that fill a Buddhist temple have since been reinterpreted and reinterpreted by a later Buddhist community. The art of painting in particular reached a high point, and the paintings from this period are the jewels of the collection. Illus. in color. 242 pages. INP. 7¾x10⅞. Pub. at $65.00. $19.95

6841488 UNDERSTANDING PAINTING: From Giotto to Warhol. By P. De Ridder. Ten of the most famous works of the 20th century. This volume provides the means to interpret and better enjoy these works of art. The 400 pages. Abrams. 7⅞x11¾. Pub. at $35.00. $27.95

6932446 ART AND THE EARLY PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM. Ed. by Stephen Barna. The development of photography from the mid nineteenth century transformed the appreciation, marketing, and distribution of works of art. Photographs of paintings, sculptures, and other works were compiled into albums. This collection of twelve essays explores how photography influenced the experience and the history of art. Illus., many in color. 280 pages. National Gallery of Art. 9¾x13. Pub. at $99.95. $72.95

6928099 THE BIBLE ILLUMINATED: How Art Brought the Bible to an Illiterate World. Ed. by Karen York with L. Woods. Discover the kings and queens, monks and nuns, scribes and artists, that worked in this form, as well as modern-day collectors all hoping to preserve history by putting personal touches on their own copies of the most influential book of all time. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Worthy. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.99. $14.95

679355X ISLAMIC ART OF ILLUMINATION: Classical Tazhib from Ottoman to Contemporary Times. By P. Kandska. Handsomely illustrated essays discuss paintings, polychrome sculptures, metalwork, and books. They call attention to the paradoxical nature of the most characteristic forms of Spanish Catholicism: material richness and external display as expressions of internal spirituality. 357 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

6899976 SACRED SPAIN: Art and Belief in the Spanish World. Ed. by Ronaldo. Handsomely illustrated essays discuss paintings, polychrome sculptures, metalwork, and books. They call attention to the paradoxical nature of the most characteristic forms of Spanish Catholicism: material richness and external display as expressions of internal spirituality. 357 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

6932950 THE MIRROR OF VENUS: Women in Roman Art. By Iain Ferris. Examines the role of women in Roman art and interprets their meaning and significance, all set against the broader geographical, chronological, political, religious and cultural context of the world of the Roman Republic and empire and of Late Antiquity. 32 pages of illus., some in color. 256 pages. Amberley. 5x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

6932967 THE MIRROR OF VENUS: Women in Roman Art. By Iain Ferris. Images of mortal women—empresses and other female members of the imperial family, elite women from around the empire and working women from far beyond—are analyzed alongside images of goddesses and personifications and of mythological figures. 255 pages. Amberley. 6¼x9½. Import. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

687939H A CHRONOLOGY OF ART: A Timeline of Western Culture from Prehistory to the Present. Ed. by Iain Zaczek. This visual timeline for art lovers shows the whole of Western art history. The chronology is arranged chronologically. Included are informative essays interspersed with the timeline, that dive deep into themes, styles, and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x10½. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

7584482 INGRES: Painting Reimagined. By Susan L. Siegfried. Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres (1780-1867) produced a body of work that appealed to his contemporaries while also disturbing them. Siegfried argues that the strangeness associated with Ingres’ works needs to be located in the complex and invested nature of the work itself, as well as in the artist’s sense of artistic project. Includes works by Homer, Virgil, and others. Illus., some in color. 518 pages. Yale. 7½x10⅞. Pub. at $85.00. $72.95
Art History & Criticism


54109X ART METALFORGING. By David Hawkins. In this survey of the revival of art metalworking, Hawkins describes traditional techniques, but also introduces the reader to modern, dramatic work which involves the innovative use of industrial equipment such as power hammers, water and hydraulic presses. Well illus. in color. 132 pages. A & C Black. 8⅛/9½. Import. Pub. at $50.00


General Art Books

648170 CARTRIDGE FOR VICTORY. By Warren Bernard. During WWII America’s cartoonists aimed their pens not only at the enemy but at the problems, injustices, and changes at home, offering timely, incisive, and sometimes sobering commentary. Here is the most comprehensive collection ever assembled of WWII cartoon art. Well illus., mostly color. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. 10½x13½. Pub. at $34.99

648337 THE SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS EXPERIENCE: A Deep Dive into the World of Bikini Bottom. By J. Buri Beck. Packed with useful facts about an amazing nine seasons of groundbreaking animation, this volume delivers an eye-opening behind-the-scenes look at the creation of one of the most popular cartoon characters of all time. Features in-depth interviews with cast and crew, rare concept illustrations, and lots of exciting removable items. Slipscased. 160 pages. Insight Editions. 9½x11. Pub. at $44.95

650106 VENT, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Jim Zubkavich. For the past decade, the artists of Voon Entertainment have created work that has captured the imagination of fans all over the world. This volume presents ten years of the best in pop culture illustration, showcasing the personal artwork and stories of the Voon art crew, past and present. 248 pages. UDON Entertainment. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99

66585X THE ART OF ALIEN: Isolation. By Andy McVittie. This is a high end art reference featuring over 120 images from the latest game in the critically and commercially acclaimed Alien franchise. Taking readers back to the survival horror atmosphere of the first film, Alien: Isolation features Amanda Ripley as the hero trying to survive on a desolate space station. 176 pages. Titan. 12x9½. Import. Pub. at $34.95

665840X MASTERWORKS OF ART NOUVEAU STAINED GLASS. By A. Lyngren & M.J. Gralid. Presents nearly 200 fully color stained glass designs including magnificent motifs with lovely floral themes, repeating geometric patterns, landscapes, seascapes dominated by billowing sails, and more. A great resource for inspiration or direct use. 90 pages. Dover. 8⅛x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

672065 A QUEER LITTLE HISTORY OF ART. By A. Lyongrun & M.J. Gradl. Presents nearly 200 full-color illustrations from key moments in LGBTQ art history from the late 19th century to the present, covering a variety of queer artists from around the world, celebrating one of Disney’s most important, influential, and skilled creators. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Tate. 8½x11. Pub. at $49.99

672070 WALT DISNEY’S NINE MORE OLD MEN: The Figbooks. The nine figbooks collected in this box include nine more of Walt Disney’s Masters of Animation. Each volume contains a scene in its original line-drawn form. These artists were the geniuses behind such iconic characters as Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Goofy, and Pluto. Includes a booklet detailing their talents and contributions. Disney. 9x12¼. Pub. at $50.00

672455 PLATED ARTS FROM THE BORNEO RAINFOREST. Ed. by Bernard Sellato. This comprehensive and vividly illustrated volume covers the complex role of basketry in Borneo society; the ethno-botanical and technical aspects of basketry; the distributions of plated arts by region; the past and current market for plated arts, and style and identity. 534 pages. UHIP 9x12¼. Pub. at $50.00

679097 THE ART OF MINNIE MOUSE. Ed. by Jennifer Eastwood. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Disney. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95


679419 THE ART OF THE SPIRIT: Ritual and the Art of Tobí Kahn. By Emily D. Bilsky. 160 pages. Hudson Hills. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $35.00

679556 THE ART OF SQUAREPANTS. By Agata Tormanoff. Fully illus., most in color. 168 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x11. Pub. at $34.99


679998 BOUNDLESS BOOKS: 50 Literary Classics Transformed into Works of Art. By Postertext. Features fifty literary classics, deconstructed and then put back together word by word to create singularly beautiful pieces of art. The silhouettes that emerge from the text illustrate the central characters, landscapes and themes of each story. With the help of the included magnifying glass, you can read the timeless words themselves. 128 pages. Chronicle. 10½x14½. Pub. at $40.00


680120 THE ART OF SQUAREPANTS. By Agata Tormanoff. Fully illus., most in color. 168 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x11. Pub. at $34.99


680572 THE ART OF SQUAREPANTS. By Agata Tormanoff. Fully illus., most in color. 168 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x11. Pub. at $34.99

680665 THE ART OF SQUAREPANTS. By Agata Tormanoff. Fully illus., most in color. 168 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x11. Pub. at $34.99
Regional Art

683850 VISIONS FROM THE GOLDEN LAND: Burma and the Art of Lacquer. By R. Isaacs & T. Burton. This beautifully illustrated volume features some 200 items which demonstrate the skill of the Burmese lacquer-craftsmen. Includes a series of essays that examine the history of Burmese lacquer, the methods of production, the wide regional variations, and the Buddhist context of many of the objects. 240 pages. Art Media Resources. 9x11¼. Pub. at $65.00
★ PRICE CUT to $14.95

668710 NETSUKE MASKS. By Raymond Bushnell. Sheds light on the history of netsuke, a highly expressive, exquisitely sculptured mask, classified by type of theatrical performance in which they appear, including Noh, religious and folk play masks, identified by characters they represent, whether demons, animals, or gods, and evaluated for quality. Slipcased. Well illus., in some color. 206 pages. Weatherhill. Pub. at $125.00
★ PRICE CUT to $49.95

672180 AFRICAN SCULPTURE. By Warren M. Robbins. Sheds light on the diversity of art found around the continent, from towering wooden dance poles crafted in Nigeria to wooden face masks from Liberia. A lavish blend of old and new sculptures are presented and explored through a scholarly text and in English and French. Fully illus. 237 pages. Schiffer.
★ PRICE CUT to $19.95

694827 AFRICAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN THE WORKSHOP. Ed. by S.L. Kasfir & T. Forster. Fully illustrated essay by each artist on the impact of the workshop on the production of artists such as the Zimbabwe stone sculptors, master potters from Cameroon, wood carvers from Nigeria, and others from across the continent. 410 pages. InUP. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00
★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 691966 SHUNGA + BIJINGA = EROTICA. By Bob Bentley. Japanese woodblock prints featuring Shunga and Bijinga were the erotic limits of modern printing methods. This volume displays over 200 color pictures and provides a journey through the art of the period. Demythifies a culture that has provided the world with some of the most glorious art. Kahunm. 10x9¼. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $32.95
★ PRICE CUT to $27.95

★ 675720 HIROSHIGE. By Matthi Forrer. Presented in a style as stunning as the prints it celebrates, this survey offers an in-depth view of the life and work of a fascinating artist. couleur pages. Uninhibited and magnificently reproduced, Hiroshige’s artistic youth and early career; his artistic development in landscape prints; his later work; his views of plants, flowers, and insects; his many popular books and paintings. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Prestel. 12x17¼. Import. Pub. at $149.00
★ PRICE CUT to $109.95

670222 HOKUSAI. Text by Olaf Mestorf. Best known for his Great Wave off Kanagawa, the most famous work in East Asian art, Hokusai’s paintings served as a veritable encyclopedia of Japanese daily life. Some of his most notable pieces come together in this collection. Text in English, Spanish, Italian, Dutch and more. 216 pages. Kahunm. 12x9¼. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $27.95
★ PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 665882 ROCKWOOD AND THE AMERICAN INDIAN. By A.J. Ellis & S.L. Meyn. Exhibition catalog. Blending anthropology with art history, the authors reveal the relationships between white settlers and Native Americans in general, and between Rockwood artists and their Indian models in particular. Numerous watercolors in color. 294 pages. OHUP. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00
★ PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ 693325 ART OF THE AMERICAN WEST: The Haub Family Collection at Tacoma Art Museum. By Laura F. Fry et al. In a variety of styles and media, this survey features paintings by artists including Frederic Remington, Thomas Moran, Charles M. Russell, and Georgia O’Keeffe, as well as under explored artists, address the fascinating topics and themes of Native American culture, American politics, and land conservation. Also includes insightful essays on 312 pages. Yale. 9x11¼. Import. Pub. at $35.00
★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 695468 A LEGACY OF AMERICAN TREASURES: Testimony to a People. Ed. by Erica E. Hirshler. This trophy-like volume features more than one hundred and sixty representative objects from The Alex and Marie Manoogian Collection. Well illus. Each item is reproduced in beautiful color photographs and is accompanied by a detailed entry. 336 pages. Alex and Marie Manoogian. 12x12. Pub. at $75.00
★ PRICE CUT to $14.95

Museum & Private Collections

688357 THE IMMORTAL STONE: Chinese Jades from the Neolithic Period to the Twentieth Century. By James C.S. Lin. Exhibition catalog. Brings together over 100 objects from the Alex and Marie Manoogian Collection of Chinese jades in The Fitzwilliam Museum. Cambridge, featuring objects from the Qing imperial court, animal sculptures, utensils and vessels, and items of remarkable craftsmanship and inventiveness. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Scala. 8x11. Import. Pub. at $45.00
★ PRICE CUT to $16.95

688524 GREAT BRITISH PRINTS FROM AMERICAN COLLECTIONS. By Charles T. Butler et al. This publication celebrates the 200th anniversary of Columbia, Georgia, with a selection of 101 works representing a remarkable collection. Included in this collection of American art are paintings, sculptures, ceramic vessels, silver works, and furniture created by notable artists from the Colonial era to postmodern times. Well illus. in color. 228 pages. Columbus Museum. 10x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00
★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

6849318 AMERICAN ART IN THE COLUMBUS MUSEUM. By Charles T. Butler. This publication celebrates the 200th anniversary of Columbia, Georgia, with a selection of 101 works representing a remarkable collection. Included in this collection of American art are paintings, sculptures, ceramic vessels, silver works, and furniture created by notable artists from the Colonial era to postmodern times. Well illus. in color. 228 pages. Columbus Museum. 10x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00
★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ PRICE CUT to $14.95

6891703 THE QUEEN’S DIAMOND JUBILEE GALLERIES WESTMINSTER ABBEY. Ed. by Susan Jenkins et al. Exhibition catalog. A unique collection of exhibits relating to the Abbey’s 1,000-year history, many of which have not previously been on public view. The display follows four major themes: the history of the Abbey, particularly the Abbey’s worship and daily life in the Abbey; the Abbey’s unique relationship with the monarchy; and its role as a place of national remembrance. Well illus., most in color. 64 pages. Scala. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00
★ PRICE CUT to $24.95

*688543 GREAT BRITISH PRINTS FROM AMERICAN COLLECTIONS: Holbein to Hockney. By M. Warner & R. Aslett. Exhibition catalog. Outside of Britain itself, the richest holdings of British art are found in American collections. This extraordinary presentation of some 85 works pays tribute to this strength of American collections, many in color. 262 pages. Yale. 9x11¼. Import. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
★ PRICE CUT to $9.95
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LIMITED QUANTITY $697250 GEORGE Stubbs, 1724-1806: Science into Art. Ed. by Diane K. Fawcett. This monograph on George Stubbs ranks among the most important English artists of the eighteenth century. This monograph on George Stubbs illustrates the influence of thoroughbred horses and their riders, as well as dogs and exotic animals set in atmospheric landscapes. Well illus., most in color. 240 pages. Prestel. 10x12. Pub. at $49.95.

697240 CONEY ISLAND: Visions of an American Dreamland, 1861-2008. By Robin Jaffe Frank. Exhibition catalog, Coney Island, the playground of America, is a rich and famous resort and cultural symbol that has inspired art, music, literature and films. The site is an enduring inspiration for artists, from its inception as a elite seaside resort, to its evolution into the most popular amusement park, and to its present day role as one of the masses, to its eventual closing. Well illus., many in color. 286 pages. Yale. 9x11.1/4. Pub. at $50.00. *14.95

697410 PICTURING THE AMERICANS: Landscape Painting in the 20th Century. By Tierra del Fuego to the Arctic. Ed. by Peter John Brownlee. As the Americas were being explored, a genre or art developed that chronicled the expansion. Landscape paintings documented the new territories from North America to South America. This volume contains a vast collection of paintings from a diverse group of artists who painted these scenes. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Yale. 9x11.1/4. Pub. at $65.00. *16.95


6916368 MARSDEN HARTLEY: The Paintings 1913-1915. Ed. by Dieter Scholz et al. American painter Marsden Hartley traveled to Berlin in 1913, and remained until the end of 1915. His work from this period is an important contribution to the art of the time. The artist developed a complete unique pictorial language in Berlin, with vivid colors and expressive forms. Well illus., most in color. 208 pages, D.A.P./7x11. Paperback. Pub. at $46.00. *16.95

6721257 VIETNAM BEHIND THE LINES: Images from the War 1965-1975. By Hannah.cat. All through the history of art presents another aspect of the conflict, as seen by the Vietnamese artists who created images of war behind the lines. Ranging from sketches, pencil drawings, painted scenes, which were once a simple farm tool once used for processing grain to a work of art. Well illus. in color. 132 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11/2. Pub. at $45.00. *16.95

6990363 CYRUS E. DALLIN: His Small Bronzes and Plasters. By Kent Abrams. Known for his statue of Paul Revere in Boston, Massachusetts and the angel Moroni for the spire of the LDS Church's Salt Lake Temple, and also was known for his depictions of Native American men. This collection showcases his smaller works. Well illus. in color. 197 pages. Art Media Resources. 8x11/2. Paperback. Pub. at $22.50. *4.95

6883672 THE KINGDOM OF SIAM: The Art of Central Thailand, 1530-1850. By Forrest McGill. Combining essays by leading scholars and entries examining each of the objects in the exhibition, this volume sheds light on one of history's greatest, but least known cultures. Well illus., most in color. 197 pages. Art Media Resources. 8x11/2. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95. *7.95

6929078 THE BEAUTY OF LIFE: William Morris & the Art of Design. Ed. by Diane Waggoner. This book showcases a group of select works ever created by Morris himself or by those in his employ, displaying the wide range of his influence and historical impact. Features a collection of essays to flesh out his connection to these genres. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x11.1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. *6.95

6944668 ELENA DE KOONING: Portraits. By Simonetta Cupis & Elena de Kooning. This book presents portraits of women as well as her artistic process and her position in the postmodernism. Illustrated throughout with full-color reproductions of paintings, drawings, and archival photos. 144 pages. Prestel. 9x11/2. Pub. at $49.95. *14.95

670242 NET TIE: A PLAYINGknown. This special exhibition explores a wide range of Chinese works of art. Well illus., some in color. 172 pages. Yale. 9x11.1/4. Pub. at $60.00. *9.95

6863085 PASSION FOR THE MUSEUMS. By Wei Lan Hsing. This exhibition fulfills The China Institute’s mission to educate the American public about China, in texts in both English and Chinese, to increase communication and exchange with China, and to promote the arts and historical community around the world. Well illus., many in color. 180 pages. China Institute. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. *7.95

687928 SEE THE LIGHT: Photography, Perception, Cognition. By Wallis & Zavala. This lavish volume considers a major American photographic collection and proposes an important new thesis on the interaction of photography and perception. This collection features works by acclaimed photographers along with the author's observations. Full illus., some in color. 224 pages. Prestel. 8x11/2. Pub. at $49.95. *14.95


688377X THE ART OF TIKI. By Sabine Rewald. The first devoted to the subject of Tiki art and culture, this volume explores for the first time Monet's early collations through his work in the region, along with many historical photographs. 608 pages. Fowler Museum at UCLA. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00. *24.95


6702867 VISITORS TO VERSAILLES: From Louis XIV to the French Revolution. Ed. by Robert L. Kankeleit & H. Rondot. Through paintings and portraits, furniture, costumes and uniforms, arms and armor, guidebooks, and other works of art, this lavishly illustrated volume reminds us why Versailles has enchanted generations of visitors from the ancient regime to the present day. 370 pages. MMA. 9x11/2. Paperback. Pub. at $65.00. *34.95

6743886 MODIGLIANI. Ed. by S. Frugelli & N. Ireson. Bringing together paintings, sculptures, and drawings in more than 175 color illustrations, this volume covers the complete oeuvre of Modigliani's art with his life in Paris and to the time he spent in the South of France during the First World War. Eight essays and an chronology examine the artist's life and work. Well illus. in color. 9x11.1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00. *37.95

4596994 BALTHUS: Cats and Girls. By Sabine Rewald. The first devoted to the theme Cats and Girls, this volume focuses on the early decades of Balthus's career. Rewald draws on interviews with the models themselves to explore the origins and permutations of his obsession with depicting adolescents, and provides a bailing point for some of the most recognized and potant images of the twentieth century. Well illus., in color. 166 pages. MMA. 9x11/2. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00. *34.95

5990111 HALSTON & Warhol: Silver & Suede. Ed. by Abigail Franzen-Sheehan. Examining the clothing and accessories, Warhol’s art, ephemera, and scores of documentary photographs this stunning volume chronicles the decades-long friendship between the two men, their similarities and interactions in their lives and careers, and the creative affinities that they shared, 240 pages. Abrams. 9x11/2. Paperback. Pub. at $65.00. *24.95


6871670 CHIHULY. Ed. by Joanna L. Groome. A comprehensive and authoritative perspective on Dale Chihuly’s prolific career, combining the things he loves—best-art and nature. 120 pages. Prestel.
See more titles at erhbc.com/655
WHAT THEY DIDN’T TEACH YOU IN ART SCHOOL.

By R. Davis & A. Tiley. You’ve been to art school, and situations. Each scenario shows how to make a success of it. This enlightening, no-nonsense guide provides all the advice and real-world experience you need to survive and thrive as a working artist. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. ILEX. 5x13. Import. Pub. at $15.95

6925847 DRAW FLOWERS, TREES, AND OTHER PLANTS.


6750257 WATERCOLOR MASTERS AND LEGENDS.

By Betsy Dillard Stout. Explore the lives and works of a range of innovative watercolorists in detailed profiles that cover unique techniques, philosophies and approaches. A stunning gallery that showcases more than 125 pieces of exquisite art. 18 innovative demonstrations, and 34 mini-demonstrations breaking down each facial feature, and tons of expert tips. 160 pages. North Light. 8x11. Pub. at $29.99

6737397 MAKING FACES: Drawing Expressions for Comics and Cartoons.


6696819 PAINT WITH THE WATERCOLOR MASTERS.

By Jonathan Stephenson. Explore every aspect of watercolor, from understanding the historical background to learning how to master the various techniques. This comprehensive guide demonstrates how to improve upon reality to create rich, dynamic, emotionally charged watercolors. Combining practical lessons and expert tips. 160 pages. North Light. 9x8x8/9. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5955790 THE BIG BOOK OF THE HUMAN FIGURE DRAWING.

By Joe Garcia. A complete guide to drawing the human figure. From the basics of anatomy, proportion, and light, to the understanding of atmosphere and variations of color and style, everything the artist needs to master the rewarding work of illustrating the human figure. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Barron’s. 8½x11/4. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

6608000 MIXED MEDIA PORTRAITS WITH PAM CARRUKER: Techniques for Drawing and Painting Faces.

Includes 15 step-by-step projects, simple color combination’s for mixing realistic, and out-of-the-ordinary skin tones, an easy-to-learn face-mapping technique that allows you to draw faces from your imagination without a mirror, mini-demonstrations breaking down each facial feature, and tons of expert tips. 160 pages. North Light. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6618020 FACE OFF: How to Draw Amazing Caricatures & Comic Portraits.

By Harry Hamenik. Shares the secrets to capturing the sillier side of friends, family, celebrities, strangers: any face that crosses your path. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

697167 THE MONSTER BOOK OF MANGA.


6856985 MAKE COMICS LIKE THE PROS.

By G. Pak & F. Van Lente. These veteran comics creators team up with a who’s who of the comic book scene to lead you step by step through the development of a comic. This comprehensive guide provides a complete process for plotting a comic. Shows you how to use color to bring your imagination to life. Well illus. in color. 152 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x10/10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

6839983 CULTIVATING CREATIVITY.

By Maria Fabrizio. Discover the road to success by and success by keeping your creative juices flowing daily. In this beautiful and inspirational guide, she provides a range of daily creative routine, ensuring inspiration and endless potential in your artistic endeavors. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. HOW Books. 10x8. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

2682885 GRAFF COLOUR MASTER: Freestyle Colour Techniques for Graffiti Art.

By Scape Martinez. With an aesthetic urging you to take risks, Martinez shows you how to use color to bring your imagination to life. This comprehensive guide provides a complete process for plotting a comic. Shows you how to use color to bring your imagination to life. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 10x8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

5771884 NEW MARKETS FOR ARTISTS.

By Brianard Carey. Connecting with the right people is everything in the art world. In the age of Facebook, Twitter, Kickstarter, and eBay, there are more opportunities available to artists than ever before, and in this guide, the authors explain how to explore all—and other prospects—to your advantage. 250 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6513934 STROKES OF GENIUS 7: The Best of Drawing.

Ed. by Rachel Rubin Wolf. A collection of exceptional drawings in charcoal, pencil, pastel, and colored pencil. Also includes an exciting diversity of styles and techniques, and practical artist-to-artist advice, inside tips, and anecdotes. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 9x12/10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

6737451 PERSPECTIVE MADE EASY: A Step-by-Step Guide.

By Robb Elle. A complete guide to understanding drawing in perspective. Learn to create accurate drawings in one, two and three point perspective: how to add depth to landscapes; and provide focus to even the most chaotic alien invasions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

3645768 STAN LEE’S HOW TO DRAW COMICS: From the Legendary Co-Creator of Spider-Man, The Incredible Hulk, Fantastic Four, X-Men, and Iron Man.

By David Campbell. When it comes to comic making, no name says it all as Stan Lee. His characters are classics. His industry knowledge is vast. His creativity is boundless. And now he is sharing what he knows with you. Includes interviews and commentary, and a range of other characters. Well illus. in color. 140 pages. North Light. 8x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

2682885 GRAFF COLOUR MASTER: Freestyle Colour Techniques for Graffiti Art.

By Scape Martinez. With an aesthetic urging you to take risks, Martinez shows you how to use color to bring your imagination to life. This comprehensive guide provides a complete process for plotting a comic. Shows you how to use color to bring your imagination to life. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 10x8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

6883353 CELTIC SPIRALS AND OTHER DESIGNS.

By Sheila Sterrock. Step-by-step process for plotting Celtic spirals is clear, simple, and successful. Once the basics are understood, you can move on to create your own patterns. Covers zoomorphics, anthropomorphics, and plant designs, plus shading, grading, and basketweave lines. Fully illus. 170 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 7x9/10. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95

681333X 101 TEXTURES IN COLORED PENCIL: Practical Step-by-Step Drawing Techniques for Rendering a Variety of Surfaces & Textures.

By Denise J. Howard. Provides artists with step-by-step drawings for 101 commonly used textures and surfaces. Each page is a comprehensive resource on how to create a specific texture, with three to four easy-to-follow steps and a final, detailed image of the finished artwork. No surface is left out from this valuable guide. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Emerson House. 8½x11/10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

6833588 MASTERRING THE ART OF DRAWING & PAINTING THE HUMAN FIGURE: Anatomy, the Nude, Portraits & People.

By S. Hoggett & V. Milne. This comprehensive guide offers budding artists the chance to take one-on-one lessons with a highly acclaimed expert tutor, and learn the ins and outs of drawing the human body. Includes advice on materials, canvases and equipment, and on using all types of media, including pencil, charcoal, pastels, oils, acrylics, gouache and water paints. Fully illus. in color. 236 pages. Emerson House. 8½x11/10. Paperback Import. Pub. at $11.99

6757373 HORSES IN ACRYLICS: Ready to Paint.

By Dave White. Offers expert tips and techniques for painting horses in acrylics. Includes tracings of the horses so students can get straight down to painting a horse. Covers zoomorphics, anthropomorphics, and plant designs, plus shading, grading, and basketweave lines. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9/10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

4402960 SECRETS OF ACRYLIC: Landscapes Start to Finish.

By Jerry Yamell. The author starts by exploring different areas of landscape painting that often create problems for beginning and intermediate artists. Yamell walks you through individual studies so you can practice and refine new techniques and ideas. Includes interviews and commentary, and a range of other artists. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. North Light. 6½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

6773400 MANGA CRASH COURSE.


6734400 MANGA CRASH COURSE:


See more titles at erhbc.com/655
by John Hendrix. The author teaches aspiring and advanced artists to find their unique vision and develop a personal style. This guide offers 88 projects, from a giant daisy to a graceful swan, that will help you master the basics: scale drawing, proportion, perspective, shading, and more. Full color throughout. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

684092 MASTERY OF PENCiL 3: PuLLEr anD Crayon. By Traci Bautista. This is the third and final volume in a three-part series on pencil drawing. It explores the amazing versatility of the pencil as a medium for creating drawings of astonishing grace and life. 127 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

685661 DIGITAL PAINTING FOR tHe CoMPeLLeD BiGinneR. By Caryln Beccia. Offers a practical and informative guide to digital painting with Adobe Photoshop and Corel Painter. Includes comprehensive illustrated instructions and walk-throughs on all the techniques and tools that effectively simulate natural media. Covers a wide range of techniques and painting styles. 160 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95

Ballpoint Realism and Mixed Media. Fully illus., in color. Walter Foster. 8¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

678944 60 MINUTES TO BETTeR PAINTiNG:QuicK StuDiOs In AcCeSS. In cluding Butch Krieger. Give your pa inting the attention it deser ves. Complete painting clinic in each of 60 lessons, each presented in a format that allows you to complete a painting in 60 minutes, and still have time to learn. Includes step-by-step demonstrations with pull-out tracings for each, plus three bonus tracings. Fully illus., color. 176 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

687258 DIGITAL MANGA WOrKSHOP. By J. Hodges & L. Cibos. Discover how you can use digital tools as Photoshop and Painter to bring manga artwork to life and onto the computer, with astounding results. Includes 100 fun, stylized, and unique visual voices and become a manga artist. Through 40 in-depth exercises. Drawers learn a sophisticated philosophy of creative and unconventional drawing, then combine your interpretation and personal inspiration as you use acrylic paints and other materials to create textural, expressive, abstract works of art. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

673268 DRAWiNG IS MAGiC: Discovering Yourself in a Sketchbook. By John Hendrix. This guide will help you master the basics: scale drawing, proportion, perspective, shading, and more. Full color throughout. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

693456 DRAWiNG AND PAINTiNG ON LocATiON: A GiDe to en PLein-Am. By Ker ven Hammond. Hammond offers 88 projects, from a giant daisy to a graceful swan, that will help you master the basics: scale drawing, proportion, perspective, shading, and more. Full color throughout. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

635362 HAND-LETTERiNG FOR THE ABSOLUTe BiGiNeR. By Cristy Vankoo. Shows beginners and experts alike how to create their own alphabets and set up their style to create beautiful lettering. Includes step-by-step instructions and exercises, along with tips and insights from top designers and illustrators, this is an essential resource and a lot of fun. Fully illus., color. 166 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

55755X TOP TIPS FROM PROFESSIONAL MANGA ARTISTS. By Sonia Leong. As a sophisticated and highly stylized genre of sequential art, Manga presents challenging problems for budding artists. Award-winning Mangakas (Manga artists) and a group of acclaimed professional convey their expert techniques. They offer essential drawing tips and advice on designing characters, painting vivid illustrations, and mastering effective storytelling. 176 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

589567X 101 TOP TIPS FROM PROFESSIONAL MANGA ARTISTS. By John Naylor. John Naylor shows how he creates his extraordinary tree studies from first marks on paper to the finishing touches. Includes seven step-by-step demonstrations that will help build the essential skills needed. Fully illus. 112 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

5747880 TREES: Drawing the Ultimate Big Leaves & Big Trunks. By John Naylor. The author teaches aspiring and advanced artists to find their unique vision and develop a personal style. This guide offers 88 projects, from a giant daisy to a graceful swan, that will help you master the basics: scale drawing, proportion, perspective, shading, and more. Full color throughout. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

687817 LEE HAMMOND’S ALL NEW BiG BoOK OF DRAWiNG. No matter what your experience level, you can learn to draw by following the step-by-step demonstrations in this comprehensive guide. Hammond offers 88 projects, from a simple sphere to animals, clothing and people. Project by project you can gain confidence and learn to get it right in drawing. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

6943934 PAINTiNG ANiMAL FRIENDS. By Jeanelle Filler Scott. You can paint realistic animals even if you’ve never painted before. With these 21 paint-along projects, you can create beautiful acrylic paintings of kittens, puppies, horses, ducks, and other animals. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

2697335 FuGURE DRAWiNG: STuDiO: DRAWiNG and PAINTiNG the CluB HoUse PhoNeS. By Butch Krieger et al. Learn to draw and paint the human form using photographs taken of live art models posing as they would for an art class. Innovative step by step demonstrations based on these images will boost your skills and prepare you to draw from life. A companion CD-ROM features more than 1,500 full-color photos. 180 pages. Sterling. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

5886642 PEN & INK: A Creative Exploration of a Time-Treasured Drawing Technique. Embark on a creative journey as you learn four distinct pen and ink techniques, each instructed by a different expert in that field. A variety of gorgeous finished pieces will inspire you every step of the way, covering the basics of Fountain Pens, Stippling, Wrapping, and More. Fully illus., in color. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

699258 LIfE DRAWiNG iN 15 MiNUTeS. By Jake Spicher. Good drawings aren’t always the ones that you’ve spent a lot of time on; some of the best pieces are swift, energetic studies that capture the feel of the subject. This guide contains a series of exercises that develop the core skills for drawing people, all of which can be completed in just 15 minutes. 128 pages. ILEX. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

6825735 NO EXCUSES WATERCOLOR ANiMALS: A Field Guide to Painting. By Gina Rossi Armfield. You’ll have no excuse not to paint when you follow along with the author’s intuitive and inspirational approach. Fifteen animal projects show you all the basics and techniques for bringing to life animals of all shapes and sizes, from Held drawing friends and family members. Includes over 40 step-by-step demonstrations. Fully illus. in color. 43 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6493996 THE FANTASY iLLUSTRATOR’S TeChniQuE BoOk. By Gary A. Lipri. This volume provides a thorough grounding in the tools and techniques you will need to produce spellbinding fantasy artwork in both traditional and digital media. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Barron’s. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

6601901 CHINESE BRUSHeD PAINTiNG: FiGURES. By Joan Loo. Features techniques from holding and loading the brush to rendering your first brushstrokes; step by step instructions for 36 flowers; and instructions on creating harmonious compositions, balancing color and line, and adding shading, inscriptions, and signatures to bring vibrancy to your paintings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. North Light. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**LIKE US ON Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
**6940388** FIGURE DRAWING: Inspirational Step-by-Step Illustrations Show You How to Figure Draw. By Mark Bergin. This accessible step by step guide to figure drawing includes artistic techniques, choosing the right medium, inspirational sketchbook pages, and how to develop your creative ideas. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Book House. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

**8903282** CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING: A Step-by-Step Guide. By Mei Ru. Readers will learn first about tools and materials, then painting techniques. Early pages explore very basic painting methods and step by step tutorials太太 to build skills for painting plants, and animals of increasing complexity. Compose some beautiful paintings of your own with these historically and culturally important methods. Fully illus. in color. 236 pages. Better Ink. 7½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6812848** DRAWING: Techniques and Tutorials for the Complete Beginner. By Christine Allison. An ideal introductory guide for anyone who always wanted to draw but doesn’t know where to start. Includes tutorials, advice on tools, materials and techniques, and tips on how to take the tutorial a step further. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


**5717045** WATERCOLOR SECRETS: Take Three Colors. By Geoff Kersey. Shows you how to mix all the colors you need to paint simple, beautiful seascapes, using just three colors. Build your skills as you work through nine easy projects, and produce three beautiful watercolor paintings you’ll be proud of. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**8702454** PARIS IN WATERCOLOR:メディュza to Paint. By Geoff Kersey. Shows how to paint five famous Paris scenes including the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe and a Montmartre Café. Includes clear instructions, step-by-step photographs, six reusable tracings to pull out and, beautiful, inspiring paintings. 48 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

**6555957** THE WATERCOLOR CONTINUATION COURSE begins by examining the basic science of watercolor and then guides you through a series of straightforward, step-by-step painting exercises. By the end of this guide, you will have gained a wealth of watercolor knowledge and created a portfolio of stunning paintings. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8½x11¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6827962** ART OF OPTICAL ILLUSTRATION. By James Galliver Hancock et al. In this stunning guide, visual storytellers, artists, and map enthusiasts alike will discover how to create a variety of bold, colorful, and visually engaging illustrations and infographics. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Watson-Guptill. Pub. at $29.99. $19.95

**8618808** WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP: Learn to Paint in 100 Experiments. By Sasha Prood. Step by step guidance through the mesmerizing world of watercolor painting with this sketchbook. Printed on heavy paper with a latticework binding, this sketchbook shows you how to paint fifty exercises within its pages. With clear instructions, helpful tips, and hand-painted artwork examples, it teaches you all the skills you need to paint. Fully illus., most in color. Abrams. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**6699670** THE ESSENCE OF WATERCOLOUR. By Hazel Soan. Soan’s clear instructions illustrate a range of techniques, including how and when to use transparent and opaque colors, how to master the perfect edge, and manipulate paint, how to work with wet-into-wet blends, and how to adopt an artistic eye. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Batsford. 8½x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


**6993449** MATTHEW PALMER’S STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO WATERCOLOUR PAINTING. A step by step guide to watercolour painting, with informative chapters on color, color mixing, applying special effects, mark-making and trouble-shooting. Perfect for the amateur painter wishing to build on their skills. Covers both traditional and water-soluble colored inks. Includes a 55-minute DVD that shows how to paint a gorgeous rose. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6639044** THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO WATERCOLOUR PENCIL. By Gary Greene. The author provides you with instant access to his best tips, tricks and techniques for creating exceptionally realistic colored pencil artwork. Whether you’re new to colored pencils or perfecting your skills, you’ll find the answers you need here in dozens of complete step by step demonstrations. Covers both traditional and water-soluble colored inks. Includes a 55-minute DVD that shows how to paint a gorgeous rose. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. North Light. 7½x9¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.99. $19.95

**674981X** PRINTING EFFECTS: Fun with Watercolor. By Gihia Lee Kim. widescreen. In this fun video workshop you’ll learn how to create unique watercolor paintings with a variety of monoprinting plates. You’ll be amazed and hooked on the effects you can create. 71 minutes. North Light. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

**6749674** BEYOND WATERCOLOR: Fun with Watermedia. By Gihia Lee Kim. widescreen. Grab your paints, inks, and watermedia supplies for an instructional DVD that covers everything from choosing the right medium, inspirational sketchbook pages, and how to develop your creative ideas. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $18.95

**5817524** GREAT BOOK OF CELTIC PATTERNS, THIRD EDITION REVISED: The Ultimate Design Sourcebook for Artists and Crafters. By Lorra S. Irish. The essential guide for any artist or crafter seeking to understand the beauty of Celtic art. Inside you’ll find the origins and history of Celtic art; step by step instructions for creating braids, knots and knotted lines; and easy methods for crafting your own layouts and knot patterns for all types of media. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $18.95
**3639211 BEAUTIFUL BIRDS COLORING BOOK.** By Dot Barlowe. This enchanting coloring collection features beautiful birds from all over the world. From the surreal and arctic owl to the ruby-throated hummingbird and the roseate spoonbill, each image has been meticulously rendered by Barlowe. Perforated pages make displaying your finished work easy. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. $14.95


**590909 THE PERFECT CAT COLORING BOOK.** Be inspired by the quotes included with these intimate illustrations of adorable cats. Express your affection for cats while coloring with your pens, pencils, or crayons, and chase the stress away. V&A. $16.95

**6611815 COLOR BY NUMBERS NATURE.** A collection of 60 color by number pictures from tropical sunsets and mountain scenes to bird life and wild animals. Follow the color key and make the images come to life. Single-sided pages. Chartwell. 9x11. Paperback. $4.95

**6949762 THE TRUMP COLORING BOOK.** Now’s your chance to show The Donald in his true colors! Whether he’s crossing the Delaware or playing chess with Putin, see Donald Trump like you’ve never seen him before. Over 50 drawings of Trump to color any way you want. Post Hill. 8½x10⅜. Paperback. $11.95

**6846033 DISNEY BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: 100 Images to Inspire Creativity.** Filled with elegantly charming artwork, patterns, and designs from the story of Disney’s Beauty and the Beast. Perfect for cultivating creativity, relaxation, and mindfulness, these coloring instruments and be inspired. Perforated pages, printed on both sides. Disney. 7x10⅜. Paperback. $15.99

**6863191 WHIMSICAL WOODLAND CREATURES: Coloring for Artists.** This coloring collection is a treasure of the elegant woodland creatures, awaiting your talented artist’s hand. Gather your colored pencils, and let the great outdoors come to life. Pages are perforated for easy removal and display. 46 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x10½. Paperback. $9.99

**6868422 TRIANIMALS COLOR ME WILD: 60 Color-by-Number Geometric Artworks with Bite.** Using a dazzling geometric style, this enchanting coloring collection is filled with hidden creatures, from an old tortoise to a ferocious lion. Color based on the patterns included or invent your own. Each page features a thoughtful biblical verse regarding faith and family to ponder along with a detailed black-and-white illustration that compliments the verse. Includes 45 uplifting images. Get Creative 6. 8½x10½. Paperback. $9.99


**6705421 THE STONER’S COLORING BOOK.** With more than 40 original illustrations ranging from easy to complex, this psychedelic coloring book plumbs the depth of human imagination and creativity—not to mention the trippy and hilarious—to provide cannabis connoisseurs a mesmerizing, Zen-like activity. Heavenly Public. 9x11. Paperback. $14.95

**6574536 PATTERNS: Coloring to Relax and Free Your Mind.** Featuring over 100 stunning designs, this remarkable coloring book has been designed for satisfying patterns. From beautifully intricate arabesque pieces to hypnotic mandalas and modern tessellation, each page is crying out for you to bring them to life with color. Chapman & Hall. 8x10. Paperback. $12.99

**6775144 THE CHINESE COLORING BOOK.** Feel the strain of modern life fall away as you color more than sixty beautiful Chinese designs. There are small motifs that are quick to complete, and more elaborate designs to challenge your patience. Dover. 8½x10½. Paperback. $14.99

**694972X THE TAROT CARD ADULT COLORING BOOK.** Color the cards using traditional colors or create your own unique deck. Features both the major and minor arcana on 78 single-sided pages. Overprinted images allow you to become more intimate with the figures and symbols of the cards while exploring your creative side. Post Hill. 8½x10⅜. Paperback. $15.00

**6813151 PSALMS TO COLOR: Words That Inspire Coloring Book.** Drawing quotations directly from the Bible, this coloring book features favorite and inspiring messages to live by. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. 31 pages. Good Books. 6x9. Paperback. $5.99

**5820251 CHRISTMAS: The Coloring Book of Cards and Envelopes.** Design your own stylish stationery with these 24 unique pen-and-ink designs. Inspired by the festive season, these beautifully designed Christmas cards and envelopes are perfect for all ages to pull out, color, and give to family and friends. Nosy Crow. 11x14½. Paperback. $7.95

**6852610 COLOR ME CAT: Trianimals.** Use the natural color palette included for lifelike geometric felines; experiment with the vivid color palette for a unique graphic effect; let your imagination run wild and free! The color pages are on the pattern pages provided; or make and personalize your own cat mask. 96 pages. HarperDesign. 9x9½. $4.95

**6722461 BUTTERFLIES: Coloring for Everyone.** A design-filled collection of botanical gardens with butterflies and blossoms that will send your creativity to new heights. Includes pre-colored samples for inspiration, and designs are printed on one side of a perforated page for easy removal and display. Racehorse. 8½x10½. Paperback. $3.95

**4364033 MYTHOMORPHIA: An Extreme Coloring and Search Challenge.** Dragons, unicorns, griffins, and other mythical creatures morph and transform into modern tessellation, each page is crying out for you to bring them to life with color. Overprinted images. Spark your imagination as you bring each image to life with color and find the objects hidden throughout the pages. Single-sided detailed drawings. Over 100 pages. Paperback. $14.95

**6861717 NORDIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK.** Features 60 Nordic designs to color inspired by generations of quilt patterns, furniture ornamentation, wall hangings, and more. Includes perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 9x11. Paperback. $4.95

**5909090 THE VALENTINE’S COLORING BOOK.** Celebrate hearts, flowers, and more with 30 original illustrations inspired by generations of romantic traditions. Dover. 8½x11. Paperback. $4.95

**6870511 OBSESSIONS: Coloring for Adults.** This book is packed with dynamic, detailed, and imaginative scenes to bird life and wild animals. Follow the color key and make the images come to life. Single-sided pages. Chartwell. 9x11. Paperback. $4.95

**5818109 AN OLD-FASHIONED CHRISTMAS COLORING BOOK.** Rediscover the nostalgic charm of the most festive of holidays with these 31 traditional and classic illustrations. Enjoy the Christmas season all year long! Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8x10⅜. Paperback. $5.95
Adult Coloring Books

5835694 THE SIBLEY BIRDS COLORING FIELD JOURNAL. The perfect gift for bird lovers everywhere, a portable, deluxe edition from the renowned birder, illustrator, and author of the New York Times best seller The Sibley Guide to Birds. Reproductions of Sibley’s original full-color paintings are included on the inside covers to assist the colorist as a reference. 73 pages. Knopf. 10¼ x14¼. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

6744774 JOYFUL INSPIRATIONS COLORING BOOK. By Robin Mead. Color uplifting depictions of God’s creation. From bustling gardens to smiling children and vibrant cityscapes, most are accompanied with Scripture and quotes to inspire and encourage. Printed on both sides of sturdy paper. FaithWords. 9¼x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95 $3.95

599391 CREATING YOUR OWN TAROT DECK. Contains a complete deck of 78 Tarot cards for you to press out and color. Each one is beautifully drawn to an original design and will inspire a fascination with Tarot and the insights it brings. Wicca & Pagan Magick. 9¼x11. Paperback. Import $6.95

5966874 MAKE YOUR OWN COLORING BOOK. Create a complete deck of 78 Tarot cards for you to press out and color. Each one is beautifully drawn to an original design and will inspire a fascination with Tarot and the insights it brings. Wicca & Pagan Magick. 9¼x11. Paperback. Import $6.95

596256 COLOR BY NUMBER ANIMALS. By Elizabeth T. Gilbert. Take coloring to the next level in completing these geometric color-by-number designs. As the designs become more complex, fewer numbers are included for an additional challenge, encouraging artists to choose their own colors and patterns to complete the iconic cover artwork. Zenescope. 8x10¼. Paperback. $11.95

5922577 COLOR BY NUMBER ANIMALS. By Elizabeth T. Gilbert. Take coloring to the next level in completing these geometric color-by-number designs. As the designs become more complex, fewer numbers are included for an additional challenge, encouraging artists to choose their own colors and patterns to complete the iconic cover artwork. Zenescope. 8x10¼. Paperback. $11.95

5988935 CREATING YOUR OWN TAROT DECK. Contains a complete deck of 78 Tarot cards for you to press out and color. Each one is beautifully drawn to an original design and will inspire a fascination with Tarot and the insights it brings. Wicca & Pagan Magick. 9¼x11. Paperback. Import $6.95

6596897 HIDDEN FACES COLORING BOOK. Color these 23 illustrations using vibrant, striking palettes. Simply follow the number code beside each image to achieve gorgeous, nuanced color effects. Fully colored illustrations appear at the back of the book just in case you can’t wait to find out what they look like. Lark. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

6596897 HIDDEN FACES COLORING BOOK. Color these 23 illustrations using vibrant, striking palettes. Simply follow the number code beside each image to achieve gorgeous, nuanced color effects. Fully colored illustrations appear at the back of the book just in case you can’t wait to find out what they look like. Lark. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

5969005 CHRISTMAS: Inspiried Coloring. Features over 100 stunning designs inspired from wonderful festive scenes to yuletide designs—each of them crying out for some holiday color. Relax as you color in the spirit of the season. Parragon. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. $9.95

6754023 DC COMICS WONDER WOMAN COLORING BOOK. Filled with classic covers and stunning scenes, this action-packed coloring book lets you bring to life characters from the DC Universe, including Wonder Woman. Fully colored illustrations appear at the back of the book just in case you can’t wait to find out what they look like. Lark. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

5869424 THE MANIFESTO OF THE MODERN MOVIE THEIZM COLORING BOOK. Embark on a coloring adventure through Middle-earth with this action-packed coloring book, bringing Peter Jackson’s adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s fantasy epic to the page. Scenes from the movies are adapted into stunning illustrations, featuring favorites from the Shire and Mount Doom to Gandalf and Gollum. HarperDesign. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

6592988 CHRISTMAS: Inspiried Coloring. Features over 100 stunning designs inspired from wonderful festive scenes to yuletide designs—each of them crying out for some holiday color. Relax as you color in the spirit of the season. Parragon. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. $9.95

6595167 MAORI PATTERNS: Colour Your World. Immerse yourself in designs that draw on a rich resource of Maori decorative technique. Use the elements and space found in this imaginative collection to fill in the shapes and develop artworks of your own creation. New Holland. 9x9½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6592988 CHRISTMAS: Inspiried Coloring. Features over 100 stunning designs inspired from wonderful festive scenes to yuletide designs—each of them crying out for some holiday color. Relax as you color in the spirit of the season. Parragon. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. $9.95

6598274 THE MANIFESTO OF THE MODERN MOVIE THEIZM COLORING BOOK. Embark on a coloring adventure through Middle-earth with this action-packed coloring book, bringing Peter Jackson’s adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien’s fantasy epic to the page. Scenes from the movies are adapted into stunning illustrations, featuring favorites from the Shire and Mount Doom to Gandalf and Gollum. HarperDesign. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95


6769067 WUNDERING HEIGHTS: A Coloring Classic. Full of intricate patterns and atmospheric scenes from one of the most beloved novels of all time. Filled with handpicked quotations, whimsical characters, and evocative designs, capturing the drama and passion of Bronte’s Victorian masterpiece. Doubleday. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

6593125 CATS: Design for Coloring Lovers. 

6593125 CATS: Design for Coloring Lovers. These designs include all kinds of cats—some realistic-looking domestic cats, some wild cats such as leopards and lions, and some fanciful, whimsical, and evocative designs, capturing the imagination to create stylized, decorative cats in unusual patterns and designs. Daisy Pierson. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.95

5971829 THE SATURDAY EVENING POST AMERICANA COLORING BOOK. Features 31 illustrations by some of The Saturday Evening Post’s most famous artists in this nostalgic collection for you to color. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. $5.95

5881115 THE MINDFUL MANDALA COLORING BOOK. By Lisa Tenzin-Dolma. Inspire the soothing wisdom of Buddhist thought with the power of mandalas. With 36 stunning mandalas rendered as line illustrations, the act of coloring and contemplating these harmonious images is a powerful, meditative activity. 72 pages. Watkins. 9x11½. Paperback. $9.95

6687963 BUDDHIST MANDALA COLORING BOOK. By Lisa Tenzin-Dolma. Combine the soothing wisdom of Buddhist thought with the power of mandalas. With 36 stunning mandalas rendered as line illustrations, the act of coloring and contemplating these harmonious images is a powerful, meditative activity. 72 pages. Watkins. 9x11½. Paperback. $9.95


6681687 MAORI PATTERNS: Colour Your World. Immerse yourself in designs that draw on a rich resource of Maori decorative technique. Use the elements and space found in this imaginative collection to fill in the shapes and develop artworks of your own creation. New Holland. 9x9½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6681687 MAORI PATTERNS: Colour Your World. Immerse yourself in designs that draw on a rich resource of Maori decorative technique. Use the elements and space found in this imaginative collection to fill in the shapes and develop artworks of your own creation. New Holland. 9x9½. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

6593125 CATS: Design for Coloring Lovers. These designs include all kinds of cats—some realistic-looking domestic cats, some wild cats such as leopards and lions, and some fanciful, whimsical, and evocative designs, capturing the imagination to create stylized, decorative cats in unusual patterns and designs. Daisy Pierson. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.95

6593125 CATS: Design for Coloring Lovers. These designs include all kinds of cats—some realistic-looking domestic cats, some wild cats such as leopards and lions, and some fanciful, whimsical, and evocative designs, capturing the imagination to create stylized, decorative cats in unusual patterns and designs. Daisy Pierson. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.95

6593125 CATS: Design for Coloring Lovers. These designs include all kinds of cats—some realistic-looking domestic cats, some wild cats such as leopards and lions, and some fanciful, whimsical, and evocative designs, capturing the imagination to create stylized, decorative cats in unusual patterns and designs. Daisy Pierson. 8¼x11. Paperback. $9.95

5973935 CATS COLOR BY NUMBER COLORING BOOK. Ranging from common cats such as the Ocicat, Ragamuffin, and American Shorthair to exotic breeds like the Siamese, Russian Blue and Devon Rex, these 46 color by number illustrations will appeal to a wide variety of cat fanciers. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95 $1.95

5973935 CATS COLOR BY NUMBER COLORING BOOK. Ranging from common cats such as the Ocicat, Ragamuffin, and American Shorthair to exotic breeds like the Siamese, Russian Blue and Devon Rex, these 46 color by number illustrations will appeal to a wide variety of cat fanciers. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95 $1.95

6593220 COLORING MANDALAS 2: For Insight, Healing, and Salvation. This follows the traditional circular designs known as mandalas as a meditative practice, a healing exercise in the time of crisis, and a valuable tool for creative expression. The 48 mandalas contained here are inspired by such forms as nature, Turkish mosaics, and the art of M.C. Escher. Schiffer. 10x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95
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675129 LUCIEN HERVE: Building Images. By Olivier Beer. Features more than one hundred of Herve’s photographs and explores how the artist, creating images that serve not simply as records but stand as works of a singular imagination. 224 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00  $19.95

6929117 BRASSAI: Photographie. Collects the most famous portraits and cityscapes of Brassai, friend of Picasso and Henry Miller. He knew and photographed the leading figures of his day—Disjocammeti, Sartre, Dali, Matisse and Mann among them. Fully illus. Thames & Hudson. 5½x7¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $5.95

690167 DOUBLE TAKE: The World’s Most Famous Photographs Meticulously Re-created in Miniature. By J. Cott & S. Odergger. Presents for the first time encounters of the great images and moments from history ranging from the earliest known photograph, through the landmark events of the 20th and 21st century—all recreated in miniature. 128 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x9¾. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

6899501 AMERICAN COLOR. 2. By Constantine Manos. In this brilliant new work, photographer Constantine Manos continues his exploration of the dynamic interaction between subject and time, the real and the surreal in American towns. Here Manos has captured the varied spectrum of contemporary life in all its offbeat and charming strangeness. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quadrant Lane. 12x9¼. Pub. at $70.00  $16.95

6934722 INGE MORATH: On Style. By John F. Jacobs. Reveals the vital forms of fashion and self-expression that balanced into existence in England, France, and the United States in the postwar decades. One of the first women of Magnum Photos, this collection shows why she was one of the most influential of her time. Fully illus., some color. 288 pages. Abrams. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00  $24.95

6916341 NO HAY NADIE/THERE IS NO ONE. By Graciela Iturbide. Together 25 images by Iturbide between 1997 and 2010 during her travels to India. She lays bare the relationship between man and nature, individual and culture, the real and the psychological. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Faber. 9¾x12¼. Import. Pub. at $55.00  $19.95

6887953 SKULL. By Lynn Stern. Stern has taken a fascination with death to an extreme: she has been photographing the leading figures of her day—Man Ray, but so on—left to set up her own studio, where she photographed the leading lights of Paris’s literary and artistic circles. Fully illus. Thames & Hudson. 5x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $9.95

6727395 CLARENCE H. WHITE AND HIS WORLD: The Art & Craft of Photography. 1895-1925. By Anneenny. Includes 225 prints and a catalog of some 600 images. The first comprehensive overview of one of the most influential art photographers and teachers of the early 20th century, and a founding member of the Photo-Secession. This book offers a new appreciation of White’s contributions, including his groundbreaking aesthetic experiments, his commitment to the ideals of American socialism, and his embrace of experimental fields in photography. Fully illus. 408 pages. Yale. 10x7¼. Pub. at $95.00  $65.00

6723891 WALKER EVANS. Ed. by Clement Cherru. More than 400 reproductions and essays reveal the photographers photographs of nudes, presented in this iconic Animal Locomotion series in 1887, were produced and received, and how they provoked scientific, artistic, and cultural advancements of the modern era. 173 pages. Yale. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $65.00  $44.95


6868249 MARY RANDLE PICTURES. Frances McCue. 183 pages. UWF 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00  $9.95

6901024 TORN POSTERS: Jean-Pierre Vorlet. By Roxanne Tonus et al. 288 pages. Hudson Hills. 10x12¼. Pub. at $60.00  $11.95

6817939 PAULA: Silent Conversations. By Hendrik Kerstens. Fully illus. in color. 135 pages. Abrams. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $55.00  $11.95


583744 THE HEARTLAND: The Plains and the Prairie. By David Plowden. 128 pages. Norton. 11¼x11¾. Pub. at $75.00  $11.95

670337 ROY LICHTENSTEIN IN HIS STUDIO. Photos by Laurie Lambrecht. 128 pages. Monacelli. 10x10¼. Pub. at $35.00  $11.95

6924030 MENESES: A Reporter’s Life. By Enrique Meneses. La Fabrica. 9¾x12¼. Paperbound import. Pub. at $35.00  $11.95

5882338 MOMENT BY MOMENT. By John Loengard. Fully illus. 152 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00  $14.95


670377 GIRLS IN THE WINDOWS: And Other Stories. By Ormond Gig. 252 pages. powerHouse Books. 11¼x13¼. Pub. at $37.00  $29.95


675799 BEHIND THE CAMERA: The Greatest Photographists of Our Time. Text by Laura Magni. 224 pages. White Star. 9¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $34.95  $29.95

6804632 SHADOWS & LIGHT. By Greg Lotus. Fully illus. Gatehouse. 9¼x11¼. Import. Pub. at $64.95  $44.95


6703471 IDA LEE ARRESTED. By Peter York. 271 pages. Pub. at $11.95  $9.95

SOLD OUT

6722291 IN THE PAINT: The Art of Joanne Gair. Ed. by Rob Fleder. The images Gair creates on the extraordinary "canvas" of Sports Illustrated swimsuit models and cover girls include exact copies of the real garments but consist of nothing but paint. Models include Heidi Klum, Rachel Hunter, Petra Nemcova, and many others. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Sports Illustrated. 10x11⅝. Pub. at $29.95  $9.95

6496818 THE OTHER PLACE. Photos by Jeff Burton. Captures the lush atmosphere and isolation of the men and women working in the California pornographic industry through the eyes of one of its most brilliant observers. Adults only. Color photos. Twin Palms. 12½x12½. Pub. at $75.00  $9.95

SOLD OUT

ART & EROTIC PHOTOGRAPHY

2772291 THE ART OF Joanne Gair. Ed. by Rob Fleder. The images Gair creates on the extraordinary "canvas" of Sports Illustrated swimsuit models and cover girls include exact copies of the real garments but consist of nothing but paint. Models include Heidi Klum, Rachel Hunter, Petra Nemcova, and many others. Adults only. Color photos. 144 pages. Sports Illustrated. 10x11⅝. Pub. at $29.95  $9.95

6496818 THE OTHER PLACE. Photos by Jeff Burton. Captures the lush atmosphere and isolation of the men and women working in the California pornographic industry through the eyes of one of its most brilliant observers. Adults only. Color photos. Twin Palms. 12½x12½. Pub. at $75.00  $9.95
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Art & Erotic Photography

**DVD 5878276**

100 GIRLS BY BUNNY YEAGER: Special Edition. Bunny Yeager established herself as one of America’s top ten glamour photographers through the ’50s and ’60s for Playboy and other magazines. This program shows 100 of her most glamorous models, including Bettie Page, and features photographs and original footage of Bunny and her behind-the-scenes activities. 1 hour, 22 minutes. Adults only. Cult. Epic. Pub. at $24.98 $13.95

**2699931 NUDES ON LOCATION: Posing and Lighting for Photographers.** By Bill Lemon. Go behind the scenes with an acclaimed photographer as he traverses a wide range of locations—from deserts and forests to farms and urban settings—and demonstrates how to make models look absolutely breathtaking in each. Adults only. Fully illus. 128 pages. Goliath. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**6627048 PRIVATE NUDES.** By Leonardo Glauso. Get a steamy window into the private worlds of some of the sexiest models. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. $24.95

**1838583 I HEART BOY.** Photos by J. Yatskosky. Features color and B&W photographs of nude and partially nude male models in a variety of relaxed, artistic, and erotic poses. The backgrounds are left purposely bare so that the beauty of the model is focus of the photographs. Adults only. paperback. 8½x10. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**6612040 I HEART GIRL.** Photos by Jessica Yatskosky. This collection of portraits showcases myriad faces, body types, and personalities, but there is a unity in the sequencing of images, in the photographer’s process. These photographs are a contemplation of femininity, inhibited and destabilized by stereotypes of female beauty. Adults only. 8½x11. paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**3648937 IBIZA NUDES, VOLUME 1.** By Diane Betties. Presents a beautiful collection of (mostly color) photographs celebrating the sensuality of womanhood, set against the stunning natural landscape of Ibiza. Gatehouse. 9½x12. Import. Pub. at $64.95 $44.95

**7255527 NAKED LAS VEGAS.** By Greg Friedler. Unlike the previous volumes in the photographer’s Naked series, the photographs in this book are shot entirely in color and represent a cross section of people who live, work, or visit Las Vegas. Each portrait of the clothed subject is mirrored by the subject in the nude. Adults only. Color photos. 175 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

**6516580 HOT & PERVY PARIS GIRLS.** By Ethan Angus. Whether in daring lingerie, innocent panties, nylons, high heels or simply naked, these girls are fresh, liberating and incredibly sexy! Adults only. 248 pages. Goliath. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95

**4496620 PARADISE IN BRAZIL.** Photos by Joaquim Nabuco. Head back to paradise with another tantalizing collection of erotic beauty. A tour of the exotic beasts from all regions of Brazil. In the more than 150 full-page color and black and white photos, these gorgeous subordinates grace equally beautiful landscapes, including locations with beaches, and historical sites. Adults only. 9½x12. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

**2769573 BURLESQUE: Exotic Dancers of the ’50s & ’60s.** By Judson Powell. Puts the glitz and glamour of the big names of burlesque in their historical context. The queens and belly dancing stars from the 1950s and 1960s portrayed in 8½x10 glossy "boobing photos." These attention-grabbing and spectacular portraits document the publicities shots danced out to booking agents, managers, theatres, press, and lens. Adults only. Fully illus. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

**7561309 BETTIE PAGE: Queen of Curves.** By Petra Mason. Collects a treasure trove of playfully erotic photos of the legendary pinup girl and style icon taken by cult pinup photographer Bunny Yeager. Collected from her extensive archive, these images feature Page’s most iconic moments—a sensual and never before seen images including many nudies, which by all reports is how Bettie was most comfortable. Adults only. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x12. Import. Pub. at $37.95 $29.95

**6834213 CARNAL ANOMALY.** By N. Maxwell Lander. This work poses the question, what if the human body were an artifact, an object? With the aid of dynamic lighting, striking contrasts of color, and provocative poses, these brilliant color photographs re-envision the human body through surreal portraiture that distorts, deforms, and distorts. BOSM, and body modification. Threed. Media. 9½x12. Import. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

**7391955 THE NEW AMERICAN PIN-UP: Tattooed & Pierced.** By B. Johnson & V. Stanton. This study continues the tradition of the American pin-up girl, while taking it to new territory. It celebrates not only the stunning beauty of the models, but the aristry of tattoos and piercings that adorn their bodies. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**4410033 PLAYBOY’S GREATEST COVERS.** By Damien Brown.Hugh Deme has selected many of Playboy's innovative, breathtaking covers for this lush retrospective of its groundbreaking, taboo-shattering magazine. Features the many stunning women who enlisted millions of readers of the 1950s through the 1970s to discover the eldest, most daring pictures from his unparalleled career as a photographer. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12/. $24.95

**7771005 ALVARADO’S ALL-AMERICAN GIRLS.** By Robert Alvarado. Presents a wide variety of modern pin-up photographer Robert Alvarado’s colorful portraits. Displaying a range of poses, costumes, and images, his art is always dramatically, and often employ humor that is as wryly absurd as it is poetic. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12/. $24.95

**7795056 ALVARADO’S PIN-UP NUDES.** By Robert Alvarado. In his second pin-up nude collection, Alvarado uses a more intimate setting to portray nudies to blur the line between a photograph and an illustration. While nodding to pioneers like Alberto Vargas and Gil Elvgren, the photographer’s style is also deeply influenced by the many stunning women who entitled millions of readers from the 1950s through the 1970s. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12/. $24.95

**660456X EXISTENCE WITHIN THE MECHANISM: Witnessing the Re-Engineering of Human Society.** By Jeffery Scott. A cyber-fetishistic examination of the many subcultures of today’s digital world. The image of gleaming, white forms emerging from the darkness is almost a visualization in itself of the process of turning a stereotype on its head, of transforming negative images into positive influences. Color. 8½x11. Image. Pub. at $38.95 $29.95

**6626173 RED HOT II.** By T. Knights & E. Frieze. The stunning and irresistible partnership of fiery red and glowing female form. Adults only. 256 pages. Rizzoli. 9½x12. Import. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**2692686 PEAK OF PERFECTION: Nude Portraits of Dancers, Athletes, and Gymnasts.** By Jon Otter. These richly detailed, black and white, fine art photographs portray the apex of youth vitality and the sublime architecture of the body. Alternately meditative and exhilarating, dynamic performers express sensuality and often employ humor that is as wryly absurd as it is poetic. Adults only. 224 pages. G Arts. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $51.95

**6606657 DIABLERIES: Stereoscopic Adventures in Hell.** By Brian May et al. In 19th-century France, a new sensation was born: a series of visionary dioramas masquerading as divine source code. Viewer bile! your world is never the same again! FULLY ILLUSI. in color. B. Johansson & V. Stanton. Part Banksy-esque street artist and part avant-garde performative text. Adults only. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $29.95

**667844X NUDESCAPES: Private Dreams in Public Places.** By Nu Som. Part Banksy-esque street artist and part avant-garde performative text. Adults only. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $29.95

**5982650 PETER GOWLAND’S GIRLS: PRIVATE NUDES.** By A. Wieczorek & T. Schirrmbeck. Presents some 180 works selected from the photographer’s estate, which comprises tens of thousands of superb prints and slides, including the most sensational, most elegant, and most daring pictures from his unparalleled career as a pin-up photographer. Includes some stars like Joan Collins and Jayne Mansfield. Fully illus.. some color. 188 pages. Kehrer Verlag Heidelberg. 8½x10. Import. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**5892325 CHOCOLATE CHEESECAKE: A Second Serving of Modern Black Pinups.** By Earnest C. Cox. Showcases dozens of our best pin-up photographers, populated by today’s most beautiful black pin-up models. These images embody black glamour and feminine empowerment, and set the range of flavors found in contemporary black pinup culture. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12/. $24.95

**5982666 PERFECT PEACH: Nude Portraits of Dancers, Athletes, and Gymnasts.** By Jon On. These richly detailed, black and white, fine art photographs portray the apex of youth vitality and the sublime architecture of the body. Alternately meditative and exhilarating, dynamic performers express sensuality and often employ humor that is as wryly absurd as it is poetic. Adults only. 224 pages. Garts. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $51.95

**6606657 DIABLERIES: Stereoscopic Adventures in Hell.** By Brian May et al. In 19th-century France, a new sensation was born: a series of visionary dioramas masquerading as divine source code. Viewer bile! your world is never the same again! FULLY ILLUSI. in color. B. Johansson & V. Stanton. Part Banksy-esque street artist and part avant-garde performative text. Adults only. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $29.95
PHOTO JOURNALISM & ESSAYS

569123X GRUNTS: The Last U.S. Draft, 1972. By Ed Eckstein. Documents one of the last groups of civilians to be drafted into the United States Army in 1972. Beginning at the induction center in Philadelphia, the focus then shifts to F. Jackson, South Carolina, for orientation, hair-cutting, and the acquisition of uniforms and supplies. Shortly after these images were taken, the draft officially ended and the all-voluntary military began. Fully illus. Schiffer. 9¼/×9¼. $21.95

5690830 STONE: A Substantial Witness. Photos by David Scheinbaum. The photographic images presented in this large volume intimately capture the enduring quality and varied uses of stone across time, geography, and diverse human cultures. The choice of medium for medium's sake is not a matter of expression of personal truths but provides a worthy subject of the photographer’s art. 45 pages. Museum of New Mexico. 10¾/×10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


5691705 ABANDONED AMERICA: Dismantling the Dream. By J.E.B. Devereux Jr. The 82 photographs in this volume are a heartfelt portrait of American cities and towns that have been abandoned, some in search of new lives, others in despair. One can hope that once these cities and towns are rebuilt, they will grace the pages of future editions of this book. 230 pages. Workman. 9¾/×12. $29.95

5972495 INDIANA COVERED BRIDGES. By Marsha Williamson Mohr. Mohr’s colorful photographs capture the timeless and simple beauty of Indiana’s remaining covered bridges around the state, including Parke County, the state’s covered bridge capital. 180 pages, color illus. 11¼/×16¼.Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

6611416 DINERS: People and Places. By Gerd Kittel. Kittel has scoured the American city and countryside for outstanding photographs and presents a selection of architectural masterpieces and political pictures that touch upon the history, culture, and spark of our imagination. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½/×12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

666493 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES AND TOWNS OF THE SOUTH. By Bonnie Ramsey, photos by D. O’Hain. Views of the quintessential Southern States, six regions of the South: natural divisions: the coast, the Piedmont, the rivers, and the upcountry, with special looks at horse country, gardens, churches and cemeteries. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼/×12¼. Pub. at $40.00

5695879 CINCINNATI THEN AND NOW. By Jeff Sues. Shows how the city, which was once the sixth largest in the country, has developed and changed over the last 150 years, using fascinating archive photos with the same viewpoint today to reveal the past and capture our imagination. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Ebury. 7¼/×10¼. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


663338X PALAZZOS OF POWER: Central Stations of the Philadelphia Electric Company 1900-1930. By J.E.B. Devereux Jr. Nearly 100 photographs from sculpted salt mines churches to carved cave complexes large enough to house 20,000 people. This volume is packed with more than 50 unusual destinations that take some digging to find. Includes an informative text on each subterranean place. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

6982379 BRANDYWINE VALLEY: A Keepsake. By Anto Deveveur. The 82 photographs in this volume capture the sights and scenes on a journey through picturesque Brandywine Valley and adjacent areas, arguably one of the most historic and desirable places to visit and live in the world. 108 pages. InNP. 8½/×11. Pub. at $21.95 $13.95

5690968 UNDERWORLD WORLDS: A Guide to Spectacular Subterranean Places. By David Farley. From the world’s first subterranean vineyard to the zoo of statues sculpted in salt mines churches to carved cave complexes large enough to house 20,000 people. This volume is packed with more than 50 unusual destinations that take some digging to find. Includes an informative text on each subterranean place. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¼/×6¼. £19.95

6979262 CHARLESTON: A Keepsake. By Anto Deveveur. Nearly 100 photographs highlight the history, culture, and sparkle of Charleston, South Carolina. For the resident, frequent visitor, or armchair traveler, these beautiful pages depict some of the most desirable places to visit and live in the world. 9¼/×11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

5697930 THE JERSEY SHORE: A Keepsake. By Anto Deveveur. Nearly 100 photographs highlight the history, culture, and sparkle of the Jersey Shore. This volume includes an extensive variety of photographs that reveal an intense, dense variety of buildings and human activity with a few preserved bits of land. Behind the 82 photographs, nearly all photographs are a variety of eye catching and colorful scenes that await a willing photographer or painter. Schiffer. $9.95

5697720 COASTAL MAINE: A Keepsake. By Anto Deveveur. Take a journey along the visually and historically rich Maine coast. Travel past shore houses where ships have wrecked, and vistas where fishing and lobstering activities continue today. The 86 images are only a sample of the eye captivating scenery of this world.
6992693 BACCHAE. By Euripides. This stunning translation reinvigorates Euripides’ masterpiece, updating it for contemporary readers. Robin Robertson’s translation goes to the heart of the play, revealing a world of art as devastating and relevant today as it was in the fifth century BC. 85 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6915418 A TED HUGHES BESTIARY: A Selection of Poems from Twenty-Seven Years. This ravishing new collection is arranged chronologically, with an eye to different books and styles, but equally to those poems that embody animals rather than just describe them, and in keeping with the bestiary tradition of places of importance to the speaker’s life. Going about their business. 170 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

6722608 PARADISE LOST. By John Milton. Incorporating elements from classical literature and most notably the Bible, this epic poem was produced by Milton when it seemed his best work was behind him. With this beautifully illustrated edition, it is hoped more readers will draw inspiration and understanding from his stirring evocation of man’s duality. 288 pages. Sinus, 9x11¼”. Import. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 6817394 SAMSON AGONISTES. By John Milton. Read by Iain Glen and cast. Written in the form of a Greek tragedy this biblically rich story of the blind Samson as he wreaks his revenge on the Philistines is made even more powerful by Milton’s passionate voice. Over one hour. 2 CDs and CD-ROM. NAXOS AudioBooks. Pub. at $17.98

DVD 5701996 E.E. CUMMINGS: An American Original. Set in a re-creation of New York’s Greenwich Village, where Cummings lived for nearly 40 years, this program celebrates the Harvard-educated poet and his stunning creative output. A number of his pieces are read aloud by the Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet. 30 minutes. Monkey 47. DVD $19.95 $19.95

6547869 SELECTED POEMS. By John Updike. Features 129 witty and intimate poems that when read together, in the order of their composition, take on the quality of an unfolding verse-diary. These selected poems are a celebration of American life in the second half of the twentieth century. 287 pages. Knopf. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6008753 THE ESSENTIAL POET’S GLOSSARY. By Edward Hirsch. This glossary compiles poetic terms spanning centuries and continents, including forms, devices, movements, aesthetic, rhetorical terms and folk lore. Knowing how a poem works, what is going on behind it. 385 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 SOLD OUT

6817424 TO A NIGHTINGALE: Sonnets & Poems from Sappho to Borges. Ed. by Edward Hirsch. Uniting the voices of 30 master poets, this collection traces the presence of the nightingale in literature. From Sappho’s fragments to the verse of Borges. Also includes pieces from Percy Bysshe Shelley, Petrarch, William Shakespeare, John Milton, and others. 151 pages. Braziller. Paperback. $19.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6911250 A POET’S GLOSSARY. By Edward Hirsch. A major addition to the literature of poetry, Hirsch’s sparkling new work is a compilation of forms, movements, devices, movements, aesthetic, rhetorical terms and folk lore. These joyful, elegant poetic terms span centuries and reach from continent to continent. 730 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $15.95

6877958 THE DIVER’S LIGHT. By Richard Bausch. The very first light into haiku by poetic masters Basho, Issa, Buson, and Shiki. In presenting themes from haiku and Zen literature, Atkin illuminates these three poets and the two. Readers are certain to find this an invaluable and enjoyable experience for the remarkable revelation it offers. 199 pages. Counterpoint. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $11.95

6992979 BLUE LAWS: Selected & Uncollected Poems 1995-2015. By Kevin Young. Gathered poems written over the past two decades, drawing from all nine of Kevin Young’s previously published volumes of poetry and including a number of uncollected, often unpublished, poems. A richly loc dlly collected work. 586 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

DVD 5702186 THE WORLD OF EMILY DICKINSON. Acclaimed performer Claire Bloom portrays the reclusive Emily Dickinson in this touching and detailed portrayal of the celebrated poet’s work and life. 30 minutes. Monterey. DVD $19.95 $4.95

6981372 HOW POEMS GET MADE. By James Longenbach. Examines a specific aspect of the poetic medium, including syntax, rhythm, echo, figure, and tone, and shows how a poet may manipulate these basic elements to bring life to the poem. 176 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 5997130 JACK KEROUAC: The Complete Collection. Collected onto two audio CDs are Kerouac’s three acclaimed 1950s albums, Poetry for the Beat Generation, Beats and Haikus, and Readings by Jack Kerouac on the Beat Generation, plus four bonus tracks including readings from On the Road and Visions of Cody, plus three interviews with the groundbreaking writer. Chrome. 2 CDs. Pub. at $19.95

6880835 RADICAL LOVE: Teachings from the Islamic Mystical Tradition. Ed. by Omid Safi. A stunning collection showcasing the love poetry and mystical teachings at the heart of the Islamic tradition, in accurate and poetic original translations. It traces a soaring, poetic, popular tradition, that celebrates love for both humanity and the Divine, as the ultimate path to leading humanity back to God. 149 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

6951783 GOBLIN MARKET AND OTHER SELECTED POEMS. By Christina Rossetti, illus. by F. Harrison. A republication in one volume of Goblin Market and Other Poems and Shorter Poems, from one of the first feminist era. Beautifully illustrated with 16 full-color drawings as well as line drawings this is a splendid introduction to the glosses of Rossetti’s work. 153 pages. Calla Editions. Import. Pub. at $30.00

CD 6999912 THE POETS OF ALEXANDRIA. By Susan A. Stephens. Alexandria was the center of Hellenistic culture. Stevens explores the life of Alexander the Great. The author examines those first generation poets who stand at the apex of Alexandrian achievement. The volume concludes with a selection of twenty-six previously uncollected poems. 194 pages. Poetry Society of America. $24.95

CD 6999874 POEMS 1956-1987. Ed. by Mark Ford. This first volume of the collected works includes the texts of his first twelve books: Themata, North, and Nesta Wyn Jones. This is the classic collection of poetry that voices a heightened sense of what is essential to human consciousness, the mysteries of memory and perception, the awareness of the inescapable fact of our mortality. 1,531 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. $75.00 $54.95

CD 692155 THE SUN AND HER FLOWERS. By Rupi Kaur. Kaur’s long awaited second collection of poetry, is a vibrant and emotional piece. Featuring an introduction to Hart Crane, 1899-1932, and his work. 89 pages. Faber. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

6866905 BLUE LAWS: Selected & Uncollected Poems 1924-1944. By L. M. Montgomery. Her poetry ranges from the reaches of fantasy to the minutest phenomena of daily life, from earth love to the play of popular culture. Includes ribbon bookmark. 759 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

6984819 THE COLLECTED POEMS OF W.S. MERWIN. Ed. by J.D. McClatchy. These two volumes encompass the career, bringing together his oracular and elegant poetry that voices a heightened sense of what is essential to human consciousness, the mysteries of memory and perception, the awareness of the inescapable fact of our mortality. 1,531 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. $75.00 $54.95

6930840 WORDSWORTH’S GARDENS AND FLOWERS: The Spirit of Paradise. By P. Dale & B.C. Yen. This volume offers fresh insights into Wordsworth as a gardener who wrote about gardens and flowers and designed and worked in his own gardens. Throughout the engaging, accessible text is woven illustrations about how Wordsworth’s gardens and flowers figure in botanical prints, 232 pages. ACC Art Books. Import. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95


DVD 570202X THE GLORIOUS ROMANESQUE. Britten/Norman Jean Marsh complements a wonderful ensemble of actors in this charming PBS program, bringing together performances of arresting recitations from tales of Tennyson, Thomas Babington Macaulay, John Keats, Sir Walter Scott, Michael Drayton, Robert Burns, and Robert Browning. Two CDs. ABM. $3.95

6959511 MAY SWENSON: Collected Poems. Ed. by Langdon Hammer. Collects all the poems Swenson published in her lifetime along with a generous selection of uncollected work. Her poetry ranges from the reaches of outer space to the minutest phenomena of daily life, from earth love to the play of popular culture. Includes ribbon bookmark. 759 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

DVD 6958048 JOHN ASHERBY: Collected Poems 1991-2000. Ed. by Mark Ford. This second volume of Ashbery’s collected poems spans a crucial decade in the writing career and includes seven complete collections. This exhaustive volume concludes with a selection of twenty-six previously uncollected poems, includes ribbon bookmark. 820 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

6985902 JOHN ASHERBY: Collected Poems 1956-1987. Ed. by Mark Ford. This first volume of the collected Ashbery works includes the texts of his first twelve books: Some Trees, Rivers and Mountains, The Double Dream of Spring, Three Poems, The Vermont Notebook, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror, Houseboat Days, As We Know, Shadow Train, and April Galleons. Also includes more than 60 previously uncollected poems collected ribbon bookmark. 1046 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

CD 6998912 JOHN ASHERBY: Collected Poems 1956-1987. Ed. by Mark Ford. This first volume of the collected Ashbery works includes the texts of his first twelve books: Some Trees, Rivers and Mountains, The Double Dream of Spring, Three Poems, The Vermont Notebook, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror, Houseboat Days, As We Know, Shadow Train, and April Galleons. Also includes more than 60 previously uncollected poems collected ribbon bookmark. 1046 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95
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<tr>
<td>A SILENT LINING</td>
<td>Sarah Louise Persson</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>Austin Macauley</td>
<td>Paperback Import</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTOR WHO—NOW WE ARE SIX HUNDRED</td>
<td>James Goss. Illus.</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperback Import</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN BUSYBOY</td>
<td>Matthew Guettette</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>University of Akron</td>
<td>Paperback Import</td>
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Oscar Wilde. This selection of Oscar Wilde's writings provides a

By Donald Hall. From the former Poet Laureate of the Untied States
Carver's writing. Includes fifty poems; and seven short stories.
father's working life in the saw-mills of the Pacific Northwest,

BEAUTIFUL AND IMPOSSIBLE THINGS.

VITAL LITTLE PLANS: The Short Works of Jane Jacobs. Ed. by S. Zipf & N. Storning. Offers readers a unique selection of

6939104 A CARNIVAL OF LOSSES: Notes Nearing Ninety. By Donald Hall. From the former Poet Laureate of the United States this comes of collection of essays, written from the vantage point of very old, alternately lyrical and laugh out loud funny New York Times Book Review, pages 10-18. HMH. Pub. at $20.00 $17.95


6931618 THOMAS HARDY: Novels & Other Writings. Ed. by Ilan Stavans. A stunning collection that gathers 129

6817178 NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES...AND OTHERS. Ed. by Robert Gottlieb. A collection of Gottlieb's essays written mostly for

6965409 FIRES: Essays, Poems, Stories. By Raymond Carver. Featuring four essays, including a moving memoir of his father’s working life in the saw-mills of the Pacific Northwest, this is the best introduction to the full range and humanity of Carver’s writing. Includes fifty poems; and seven short stories.

6969311 BIT ROT: Stories + Essays. By Douglas Coupland. A fascinating meditation on how we try to make sense of our shifting consciousness. In this collection of essays and musings Coupland mixes forms to achieve his ends; short fiction is interspersed with essays on all aspects of modern life. 416 pages. Blue Rider. Pub at $27.00 $4.95

6967051 VITAL LITTLE PLANS: The Short Works of Jane Jacobs. Ed. by S. Zipf & N. Storning. Offers readers a unique selection of

6970614 COMPLETE STORIES. By Kuri Vonnegut. The ninety-eight stories in this collection were written from 1941 to 1957 and include those Vonnegut published in magazines and collected in Welcome to the Monkey House, Bagombo Snuff Box, and other volumes. This tome puts Vonnegut’s great wit, humor, humanity, and artistry on full display and is an extraordinary literary feast. 911 pages. Seven Stories. Pub at $45.00 $32.95

6972762 NOVELS, TALES, JOURNEYS: The Writings of Alexander Pushkin. By turns daringly dramatic and brilliantly comic, this comprehensive volume captures the essence of nineteenth-century Russia and gives us the work with which Pushkin is most closely identified as Russia’s greatest poet, laid the foundations of his country’s prose tradition. 484 pages. Random. Pub at $25.00 $9.95

6964357 THE GREEK PLAYS: Sixteen Plays by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. Ed. by M. Leffkowitz & J. Romm. A landmark anthology of the masterpieces of Greek drama, featuring all-new, highly accessible translations of nine of the world’s most beloved plays. The definitive text for students, scholars, theatrical professionals, and general readers alike. Includes such classics as Agamemnon, Prometheus Bound, Bacchae, Electra, Medea, and Oedipus the King among others. 625 pages. Modern Library. Paperback. Pub at $25.00 $17.95

6988019 THE ANNOTATED PRISON WRITINGS OF OSCAR WILDE. Ed. by Nicholas Franklin. Behind bars and in the period immediately after his release, Wilde wrote two of his most powerful essays—the long prison autobiography Prison Slaves and an expansive poem, The Ballad of Reading Gaol. Collected here are these other prison writings, accompanied by historical illustrations, and Franklin’s rich facsimile-page annotations. 394 pages. Harvard Paperback. Pub at $25.00 $19.95

6950505 HENRY DAVID THOREAU: Collected Essays and Poems. Ed. by Elizabeth Hall Willeright. Garnets 27 essays that chart the range of Thoreau’s interests and the evolution of his thinking, particularly on nature, individual conscience and state powers. Includes ribbon bookmark.

6939664 BELLE’S LIBRARY: A Collection of Literary Quotations and Inspirational Musings. By Brittany Rubiano. Disney’s Belle is one of the best fictional bookworms around. But what exactly is on her reading list? In this unique literary journal, enjoy inspiring quotes from some of Belle’s favorite stories, as well as her insightful notes and colorful drawings.

6972068 PREJUDICES: The Complete Pieces. Ed. by H.L. Gates, Jr. & P. Devlin. One of the most provocative and original American thinkers of the twentieth century, writing with equal grace and power, C. Wright Mills has left a legacy of brilliant social analysis and trenchant criticism. This volume is his semi-autobiographical novel. Travelling Wilhelm Tell; The Spyglass Tree; The Seven League Boots; Away; Lonelyhearts, A Cool Million, together with

6985076 JANE BOWLES: Collected Writings. Ed. by Millie Dillston. Collected here are Bowles’s major works including the novel Two Novice Ladies, the play The Summer House, and Bridesmaid, along with her shorter fiction, and the nonfiction sketch “East Side, North Africa.” Rounding out the collection are 133 letters offering candid portraits of Bowles’s circle of acquaintances. Includes ribbon bookmark. 815 pages. Library of America. Pub at $40.00 $29.95

6979965 THE DARK INTERVAL: Letters on Loss, Transformation. By Rainer Maria Rilke. A profound vision of the mourning process, and a meditation on death’s place in our lives. Following the format of Letters to a Young Poet, this new arrangement of Rilke’s letters into an uninterrupted sequence, showcasing the full range of the great author’s thoughts on death and dying. 98 pages. Modern Library Pub at $20.00 $16.95

6982178 NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES...AND OTHERS. Ed. by Robert Gottlieb. A collection of Gottlieb’s essays written mostly for

6988519 LOUISA MAY ALCOTT: Work/Eight Cousins/Rose in Bloom/Stories & Other Writings. Ed. by Susan Cheever. Along with Alcott’s eight novels, Work, Eight Cousins, and Rose in Bloom are collected seven rare stories and public letters, as well as notes identifying the many allusions, quotations, and autobiographical episodes in her career. Includes ribbon bookmark. 894 pages. Library of America. Pub at $40.00 $29.95

6985041 ISAAC BASHEVIS SINGER: The Collected Stories. Ed. by Ilan Stavans. A stunning collection that gathers 129
works celebrating the Yiddish writer’s achievement as a master storyteller, may be published for the first time. Singer received the 1978 Nobel Prize in Literature at the age of 74, crowning an extraordinary career. Includes a photographic guide to his life and work. 2,672 pages in four volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. Pub at $155.00 $74.95

6984827 THE COLLECTED WORKS OF CARSON McCULLERS. Ed. by Carlos L. Dew. This comprehensive collection brings together McCullers’s twenty extraordinary short stories, along with plays, essays, letters, critical, poems and five complete novels: The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter; Reflections in a Golden Eye; The Ballad of the Sad Cafe; The Member of the Wedding; and Clock Without Hands. Collected here are 1,452 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Library of America. Pub at $75.00 $54.95


6943225 A MISCELLANY, REVISED EDITION. By E.E. Cummings. The author lends his deftly original voice to poems, speeches from an unfinished play, and his autobiographical pieces. Together with these previously unpublished line drawings, these pieces paint a distinctive portrait of Cummings’ eccentric, yet precise, genius. 384 pages. Liveright. Pub at $26.95 $19.95
LIMITED QUANTITY 6899225 BLOODY MURDER: The Homicide Tradition in Children's Literature. By Michelle Ann Abate. Forgetting the long standing belief that children ought to be shielded from life's sordid events, it is clear that the theme of murder involves children. This is the long critical study of the pervasive theme of murder in children's literature. 266 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $58.00


6578650 THE CANDY MEN: The Rollicking Life and Times of the Notorious Novel Candy. By Nile Southern. The humorous and heartfelt story of Candy's public career is recounted here. From the book's humble beginnings in late 1950s Paris to its chaotic and controversial publication in the U.S., Southern reveals the story of a man who surrounded it, the blatant piracy that plagued it, and the star-studded cast that helped make it into one of the worst movies of all time. 16 pages of photos. 388 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

6723039 DISCOVERING THE HIDDEN WISDOM OF THE LITTLE PRINCE. By Pierre Lassus. The story of The Little Prince is reexamined against the facts of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s extraordinary life, from his cherished but fatherless childhood to his career as a pioneering pilot. 227 pages. Arcade. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95


5085850 ANCESTORS & DESCENDANTS. Ed. by Howard B. Weintraub. This wide-ranging volume examines the theoretical and scholarly contexts of Johnson’s work as a lexicographer, moralist, poet, essayist, political writer, and encyclopedist. It looks at issues of Johnson’s work as a theologian. 145 pages. Yale.


6765882 CLASSICAL LITERATURE: An Epic Journey from Homer to Virgil and Beyond. By Richard Jenkins. 270 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

6770495 THE LEGENDS OF THE HOLY HARLOTS; Thais and Peigea in Medieval Spanish Literature. By Andries M. Bembenek. 165 pages. Tamesis. Import. Pub. at $90.00. PRICE CUT to $55.00


6069503 HOUSMAN COUNTRY: Into the Heart of England. By Peter Parker. 530 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $7.95

6601561 SHELTERESE’S MISTRESS. By Aubrey Burl. Illus. in color. 268 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6595532</td>
<td>BUKOWSKI FOR BEGINNERS</td>
<td>By Carlos Polimeni</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6854241</td>
<td>NATURE'S PANORAMA: Thoreau in the Seasons</td>
<td>Ed. by Ronald A.odoxo</td>
<td>UMAP</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6624332</td>
<td>MACHADO DE ASSIS: A Literary Life.</td>
<td>By K. David Jackson</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6999815</td>
<td>HENRY JAMES: Overlook Illustrated Lives</td>
<td>By Mary Ann Caws</td>
<td>Overlook Paperb</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>$9.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6569533</td>
<td>BELLOW'S PEOPLE: How Saul Bellow Made Life Make Art</td>
<td>By David Maranig</td>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6593695</td>
<td>CHAUCER'S TALE: The Road to Canterbury</td>
<td>By Stephen Stohn</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6869634</td>
<td>WRITING: THE ART OF CHARACTERS.</td>
<td>By Charles Rothenstein</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6599378</td>
<td>HOW TO WRITE YOUR NOVEL IN A MONTH.</td>
<td>By Rudy Shur</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6842270</td>
<td>WRITING TO THE POINT: A Guide to Writing Better.</td>
<td>By Sam Leith</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6828925</td>
<td>MACHADO DE ASSIS: A Literary Life.</td>
<td>By Carlo DeVito</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6871429</td>
<td>DIALOGUE: Write Great Fiction.</td>
<td>By Gloria Kempton</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6960937</td>
<td>WRITE TO THE POINT: A Master Class on the Fundamentals of Writing for Any Purpose.</td>
<td>By Sam Leith</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6575224</td>
<td>WRITING &amp; SELLING YOUR MYSTERY NOVEL, REVISED.</td>
<td>By Halie Ephron</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5939275</td>
<td>MASTERING PLOT TWISTS. GUIDELINES FOR WRITERS, FIFTH EDITION.</td>
<td>By L.D. Duboff &amp; S.J. Tugman</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6802222</td>
<td>A TO Z GREAT MODERN WRITERS.</td>
<td>By Andy Martin</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6802222</td>
<td>A TO Z GREAT MODERN WRITERS.</td>
<td>By Andy Martin</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5798427</td>
<td>COMMERCIAL WRITING: The Art and Craft of Business Writing.</td>
<td>By Laura Curtin &amp; Steve Stinson</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6929566</td>
<td>BECOMING A WRITER.</td>
<td>By Dorothy Brancen</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6932112</td>
<td>THE LITERARY LADIES’ GUIDE TO THE WRITING LIFE.</td>
<td>By Nava Atlas</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6632475</td>
<td>OSCAR WILDE’S CHANTER: A Guide to Oscar Wilde’s Fiction and Romanticism.</td>
<td>By Scott Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5963012</td>
<td>WRITER’S GUIDE TO GRAMMAR BOOK REFERENCE.</td>
<td>By G. Lutz &amp; D. Stevenson</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6974996</td>
<td>THE SECRETS OF STORY.</td>
<td>By Matt Bird</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6871511</td>
<td>WRITE YOUR NOVEL IN A MONTH.</td>
<td>By Jeff Gerke</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6553005</td>
<td>WRITE YOUR NOVEL IN A MONTH.</td>
<td>By Jeff Gerke</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6673551</td>
<td>DIALOGUE: Write Great Fiction.</td>
<td>By Gloria Kempton</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6595638</td>
<td>HOW TO WRITE A BOOK PROPOSAL.</td>
<td>By Michael Larsen</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6747560</td>
<td>THE LITERARY LADIES’ GUIDE TO THE WRITING LIFE.</td>
<td>By Nava Atlas</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6593956</td>
<td>WRITING TO THE POINT: A Master Class on the Fundamentals of Writing for Any Purpose.</td>
<td>By Sam Leith</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860574</td>
<td>THE LITERARY LADIES’ GUIDE TO THE WRITING LIFE.</td>
<td>By Nava Atlas</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6853013</td>
<td>THE WRITER’S GUIDE TO BEGINNINGS.</td>
<td>By Paula Muriel</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6975224</td>
<td>WRITING &amp; SELLING YOUR MYSTERY NOVEL, REVISED.</td>
<td>By Halie Ephron</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6802222</td>
<td>A TO Z GREAT MODERN WRITERS.</td>
<td>By Andy Martin</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6802222</td>
<td>A TO Z GREAT MODERN WRITERS.</td>
<td>By Andy Martin</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5939275</td>
<td>MASTERING PLOT TWISTS. GUIDELINES FOR WRITERS, FIFTH EDITION.</td>
<td>By L.D. Duboff &amp; S.J. Tugman</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6802222</td>
<td>A TO Z GREAT MODERN WRITERS.</td>
<td>By Andy Martin</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6802222</td>
<td>A TO Z GREAT MODERN WRITERS.</td>
<td>By Andy Martin</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5963012</td>
<td>WRITER’S GUIDE TO GRAMMAR BOOK REFERENCE.</td>
<td>By G. Lutz &amp; D. Stevenson</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6761548</td>
<td>HOW TO WRITE A BOOK PROPOSAL.</td>
<td>By Michael Larsen</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6747560</td>
<td>THE LITERARY LADIES’ GUIDE TO THE WRITING LIFE.</td>
<td>By Nava Atlas</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6593956</td>
<td>WRITING TO THE POINT: A Master Class on the Fundamentals of Writing for Any Purpose.</td>
<td>By Sam Leith</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860574</td>
<td>THE LITERARY LADIES’ GUIDE TO THE WRITING LIFE.</td>
<td>By Nava Atlas</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6593956</td>
<td>WRITING TO THE POINT: A Master Class on the Fundamentals of Writing for Any Purpose.</td>
<td>By Sam Leith</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6860574</td>
<td>THE LITERARY LADIES’ GUIDE TO THE WRITING LIFE.</td>
<td>By Nava Atlas</td>
<td>Writer's Digest</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Movies & Reference

**655784** AURORA MODEL KITS WITH POLAR LIGHTS, MOEBIUS, ATLANTIS, 3RD EDITION. By Thomas Graham. Although movie monsters are Aurora’s most famous products, the company created model kits of all varieties: historic, sci-fi, sports cars, moon rockets, TV stars, comic book heroes and more. This guide showcases notable pieces with color photos and pricing, along with a detailed history of the company and a look at others continuing the Aurora tradition. 200 pages. 8½x11. Pap/Bound. Pub. at $50.00 $25.95

**673961X** MICHAEL CURTIZ: A Life in Film. By Alan K. Rode. In addition to the director’s remarkable Hollywood legacy, this meticulously researched study investigates Curtiz’s personal life, discussions of enduring creative partnership with his wife, screenwriter Bess Meredyth, as well as his numerous affairs and children born of his extramarital relationships. Photos. 681 pages. $93.95

**597912** THE ART OF HAMMER, REVISED EDITION: Posters from the Archive of Hammer Films. By Marcus Hearn. Hammer is almost as well known for the way it promoted its films as for the films themselves. The legendary British production company published historic posters that have become classics of their kind. This collection of these iconic posters includes over 300 examples drawn from Hammer’s archives and private collections worldwide. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Titan. 10½x13. Import. Pub. at $74.95 $74.95


**6724051** STAR WARS STORMTROOPERS: Beyond the Armor. By K. Windham & A. Bray. Explore the origins of the iconic Star Wars Stormtroopers and the history of the 47th Imperial Troop. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. 8½x11. Pap/Bound. Pub. at $29.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**6839193** THE SOUND OF MUSIC, REVISED EDITION: The Making of America’s Favorite Movie. By Julia Antopol Hirsch. This revised edition is one of the most complete behind-the-scenes accounts of the creation of this Hollywood classic and is both an insider’s guide and a delightful celebration of one of the most enduring and entertaining movie-musicals made. Well illus., most in color. 208 pages. Chicago Review. Pap/Bound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**6848834** THE HITCHER. By Alexandre Heller-Nicholas. Roger Harmon’s 1986 film The Hitcher is one of the most intoxicating and unrelenting cult films ever made. This volume explores this brutal and playful film’s origins and production history before, during, and after its release. Well illus., most in color. 100 pages. Arrow. Pap/Bound. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $14.95

**6759475** THE BOOK OF ALIEN: Augmented Reality Survival Manual. By Owen Williams. You will find everything a barricade-building, blowtorch-toting recruit needs to combat the terrifying extraterrestrial species known as Xenomorphs. Methods include interactive simulations, video identification, and weapon and vehicle training. A superb interactive companion to all the Alien movies. Includes an Augmented Reality app, compatible with Apple and Android devices. Fully illus. Color. 176 pages. HarperCollins. 8½x11½. Pub. at $40.00 PRICE CUT to $24.95

**677542X** PIXIE: A Pop-Up Celebration. By Matthew Reinhart. Immersing yourself in a breathtaking pop-up tribute to Pixar’s illustrious history. Renowned paper engineer Matthew Reinhart brings 19 Pixar feature films and 19 Pixar shorts to the page with unique and intricate pop-up designs sure to impress both young and old. Fully illus. in color. Disney. 8½x11½. Pub. at $65.00 PRICE CUT to $39.95

**5601135** FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI: Complete Works. Ed. by Caterina Napoleon. Well illus., most color. 511 pages. Abrams. 11x15. Pub. at $125.00 $99.95


**5895774** THE HAMMER VAULT, REVISED EDITION: Treasures from the Archive of Hammer Films. By Marcus Hearn. 184 pages. Titan. 12x10½. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**5995086** DISNEY PIRATES: The Definitive Collector’s Guide. By Michael W. Simms. Photos. 144 pages. Disney. 8½x11½. Pub. at $50.00


**1901583** DISNEY THE ART OF FROZEN. By Charles Solomon. 160 pages. Chronicle. 11x9. Pub. at $40.00 $8.95
**Films and Reference**

- 6954828 THE POLITICS & POETICS OF BLACK FILM. Nothing but a Man. Ed. by D.C. Wall & M.T. Martin. To help frame and situate the film in the context of black film studies, the authors gather primary and secondary resources, including the original screenplay for a film the filmmaker, interviews with Robert M. Young, the film’s producer and cinematographer. Photos. 294 pages. IUnP. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00.

**Television & Radio**


**Notable Films**

superheroes. Ages 3 and up. Fully illus. in color, 300 pages. Marvel. 9x9½. Pub. at $15.99. 6843264

T.H.E. SLAYERS & VAMPIRES: The Complete Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of Buffy & Angel, by E. Gross & M.A. Alman. Go behind the scenes of the legendary series that helped usher in the new golden age of television with the candid impressions of myriad writers, creators, executives, programmers, critics, and cast members. They unveil the shocking true story of how a failed program was rescued and turned into a beloved TV sitcom. 524 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95

6843425 DESERT ISLAND DISCS: Flotsam & Jetsam, by Mitchell Symons. A fascinating introduction for all those who have yet to discover the delights of the popular BBC Radio 4 program. Takes the reader through seven decades of American culture history and an intimate look at how the news gets made. Fayer shares the secret of what’s made the nation’s favorite TV program exceptional for all these years. Wonderful, many in color. 409 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00. $4.95

6842186 FIFTY YEARS OF 60 MINUTES: By Jeff Fager. Both a sweeping portrait of America’s most influential weekly news program and a mystery program known for its off-air and behind-the-scenes intrigue. Unfolds the most unforgettable stories of the 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, and 00s. A history illuminating the legends and the people who make 60 Minutes. Includes behind-the-scenes interviews with all the stars, writers, and co-creators of the show. Well illus. in color. 508 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99. 6850. $9.95

6820152 NOTES FROM THE UPSIDE DOWN: An Unofficial Guide to Stranger Things, by Guy Adams. If you devoured Stranger Things on Netflix, and you’re looking to fill the Demogorgon sized hole in your life, then look no further. This fantastic guide has every fact you could ever wish for. Entertaining, informative, and perfect for fans. 231 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

6866786 OLD TIME RADIO: VOLUME EIGHT: Radio Mystery: The Macabre and the Mysterious, by Ken Brandt. A collection of the best from the classic mystery genre of radio, featuring a variety of mystery and horror programs that are sure to thrill audiences today. 274 pages. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 6866787 OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME NINE: Radio Western: Journey back in time and enjoy two classic western radio stories. Fort Laramie: Playing Indian stars Raymond Burr as Quilice, a captain of cavalry who learns of a missing traveler. The Perilous Trail: Two Westers and a band of outlaws. 150 minutes. GDL Multimedia. $7.95

6866778 OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME SIX: Science Fiction. From the swirling mist of space to the isolated lonely station, three classic tales from the golden age of radio. A challenging collection of three stories. The Telling Hour: A collection of three classic science fiction tales that have never been published together. The Lost World: Three classic tales from the golden age of science fiction. The Man from the Future: A collection of three classic science fiction tales that have never been published together. 150 minutes. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 686678X OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME SIX: Comedy. Collects two entertaining comedy stories from the golden age of radio. The Great Gildersleeve: Gildy Arrested as Car Thief: Stars Hal Peary in the successful comedy show that pioneered the popular sitcom format. The Adventures of Ozie & Harriet: Journey back in time and enjoy two classic radio stories. Ozzie and Harriet are a suburban couple who face humorous everyday situations. 150 minutes. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 6866700 OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME TEN: Radio Cowboy: Journey back in time and enjoy two classic radio stories. In Search of the Lost Legend: A man obsessed with a villain in the legend that will someday appear and save his people. The young rancher decides to fulfill the destiny himself. Wild Bill Hickok: First Show is the classic story of a western hero who rides the plains with his sidekick. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 6866777 OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME THREE: Espionage. Go back in time to a radio era of intrigue and suspense when espionage was not only popular, it was a viable way to make a living. Collects three entertaining espionage stories from the golden age of radio. The Trap: A classic espionage thriller from the golden age of radio. The Spy: A classic espionage thriller from the golden age of radio. The Man from 101: A classic espionage thriller from the golden age of radio. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

6866585 SUSPENSE, VOLUME ONE: Collects three suspense filled stories from the golden age of radio. Champ finds a handsome window washer and a lonely housewife hatching a murder plot. In the New Leaf Carter's journey as she navigates life as a single woman in an America of women's liberation. In Straight Arrow a British agent who goes undercover to rescue a captive in the desert. 150 minutes. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 686626X COMEDY, VOLUME ONE: Collects six entertaining comedy stories on two CDs. First Show: A collection of classic comic stories that have never been published together. The Man from the Future: A collection of three classic science fiction tales that have never been published together. The Man from the Future: A collection of three classic science fiction tales that have never been published together. 150 minutes. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

6875415 SEINFELDIA: How a Show About Nothing Changed Everything, by Jennifer Kershin Armstrong. Brings readers into the writers’ room behind the scenes of television’s most influential series, Seinfeld. From an idea for a sitcom called Kramer’s palace to an actor who gives police a hard time to a lawyer who has a passion for a new telephone, the story of how a show that was once an idea became a critically acclaimed sitcom. From the first laugh to the last, this biography shows the making of a culture-defining hit. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

6866801 IMPOSSIBLE HAS OCCURRED: The Life and Work of the Rodenberry, Creator of Star Trek, by Lance Parkin. Sheds light on the colorful personal, self-mythologizing and strange behind-the-scenes give-goo stories of Rodenberry’s most enduring mythologies. Along the way, Parkin examines the great myths and turning points in Star Trek history, illuminating Rodenberry’s particular contribution to them. 390 pages. 6866801. $10.95

6889869 WARE RAW: The First 25 Years, by Jake Black et al. From the very first show in January 1993 to the 25th anniversary episode in 2018, this book goes behind the scenes of the show with original photos and stories about Ware Raw’s highlights, amazing photography, and fascinating facts from 25 years of RAW. 200 pages. Dover Kindersley. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $25.00. $17.95

6866861 THE WORLD OF POLDARK: By Emma Marriott. This lavishly illustrated companion to the massively successful BBC television series based on Winston Graham’s Poldark novels explores the characters, the compelling stories and the rich history that Graham set out to recreate—the England that Ross Poldark returned to from the American War of Independence. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. 6866861. $9.95

CD 6866818 RUFFLES THE GENTLEMAN THIEF, VOLUME THREE: Collects three entertaining gentlemens thief stories. His identity discovered, Raffles is forced to commit burglary or Bunny’s life is forfeit in A Long Night. In The Ardagh Emeralds can Raffles be so down on his luck that he’s reduced to playing a giant wolf? Murder sees a side of Raffles that surprises him, one that shows a willingness to commit murder. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 6868332 RUFFLES THE GENTLEMAN THIEF, VOLUME THREE: Collects three entertaining gentlemens thief stories. His identity discovered, Raffles is forced to commit burglary or Bunny’s life is forfeit in A Long Night. In The Ardagh Emeralds can Raffles be so down on his luck that he’s reduced to playing a giant wolf? Murder sees a side of Raffles that surprises him, one that shows a willingness to commit murder. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 6866646 MICHAEL KINCAID THE STRANGSECKER, VOLUME TWO: Michael Kincaid is a graduate of the tabloid world who digs up weird and otherworldly stories for a struggling new tabloid. On the lam, he finds a chance to rise to the occasion. Can a man be a good friend and something of a villain at the same time? In Gentlemen & Players it’s out to the countryside and a chance for Raffles to exhibit his prowess at cricket and catching a thief. Le Premier Das finds Bunny becoming a master thief when the story of his first job is revealed. -GDL Multimedia. $5.95

CD 6861407 THE OLD GOLD SHOW: Frank Sinatra, March 13, 1946: Old Gold Cigarettes sponsored this radio program, hosted by a young Frank Sinatra. Go back in time and listen to this early entry in his career. Sinatra sings three songs here: ‘Oh! Look At Me Now’ and ‘I’m A Tired Owl’ are included here, singing Route 66. Then Sinatra joins them to perform Exactly Like You. Also includes music by the Pied Pipers, an interview with Mervyn Levy and much more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $7.99. 6861407. $9.95

CD 6861393 THE OLD GOLD SHOW: Frank Sinatra, January 2, 1946: Travel through time, back to the days of radio and hear the great Frank Sinatra as he hosts The Old Gold Show radio program. Peggy Lee, Tony Martin, and Harry James join Frank. Includes Waiting for the Train to Come In and The Pied Pipers and Sinatra sing It’s Been a Long Time. A must-have for any Sinatra fan or radio enthusiast. MVD Audio. Pub. at $7.95. 6861393. $5.95

6542495 GAME OF THRONES, SEASONS 1-5: The Noble Houses of Westeros and the Seven Kingdoms. Ed. by Corinna D’Cunha. Provides a guide to the key Game of Thrones houses and their constant struggle for power. Fully filled with essential information including each house’s sigil, history, family tree, and character profiles, plus a selection of stunning photographs from the HBO series. 365 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $16.00. 6866611. $11.95

6866611 ADVENTURE, VOLUME ONE: Includes three shows from the acclaimed 1970s program. The Passage of the Sound takes a mad King of England on a cross-country journey. The Ides of March follows Gaius Julius Caesar as he and his generals prepare for the events surrounding the famous assassination. The American War of Independence. Fully illus. in color. 150 pages. GDL Multimedia. $5.95

6869315 AGENT CARTER–DECLASSIFIED: Season One, by Sarah Rodriguez. It’s 1946 and the war is over, but Peggy Carter has new battles to fight as the men return home. In this collectible volume, go behind the scenes with original artwork from the show and discover highlights, amazing photography, and fascinating facts from 25 years of RAW. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $25.00. 6839315. $10.95
Music of Broadway & Hollywood

6950111 EPIC SOUND: Music in Postwar Hollywood Biblical Films. By Stephen C. Patterson. The first book to provide a special grandure to the new widescreen stereophonic sound movie experience of postwar biblical epics. See how music was utilized for various ends, sometimes serving as a narrative tool, and at times complicating biblical and cinematic interpretation. Photos. 272 pages. Illus/Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

6700233 NOEL COWARD: The Complete Lyrics. Ed. by Barry Day. Folly Illus. 367 pages. Overlook. 1/12 $19.95 $1.95

5743362 HAMILTON: The Revolution. By L-M. Miranda & J. McCarter. Well illus. many in color. 288 pages. Grand Central. 8/10 $45.00 $9.95

Works Out & About Music

6647707 DO NOT SELL AT ANY PRICE: The Wild, Obscure History of the World's Rarest 78 rpm Records. By Amanda Petrusich. Through engaging historical research and visits with the most prominent collectors, Petrusich offers an extraordinary glimpse into the world of rare and fragile 78 rpm records, telling the untold stories of record collectors, designers and performers who ensured these songs aren’t lost forever. Photos. 260 pages. Scribner. Pub at $25.00 $4.95

6852558 ALTMONT: The Rolling Stones, the Hells Angels, and the Inside Story of Rock’s Darkest Day. By Jeff Rees. The story of the infamous Altamont concert and the murder that brought the ’60s rock revolution to a shocking conclusion. Selvin probes every aspect of the show to capture the full scope of the tragedy and its aftermath, providing an exhaustive account of rock’s darkest day. 16 pages of photos. some color in pag. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6612200 DOLLY GOES ELECTRIC! By Elijah Wald. Explores the cultural, political, and social roots of the Iranian revolution and its impact on Iranian music and culture. Includes an extensive discography. Photos. 323 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

LIFE: 165 YEARS OF LIFE. By Amanda Petrusich. Offers an extraordinary glimpse into the world of rare and fragile 78 rpm records, telling the untold stories of record collectors, designers and performers who ensured these songs aren’t lost forever. Photos. 260 pages. Scribner. Pub at $25.00 $4.95

6821005 NEVER A DULL MOMENT: 1971–The Year That Rock Exploded. By David Hepworth. Hepworth argues that in 1971 the punk and New Wave movements were just starting to emerge, and the greatest popular music since the Beatles was produced. Photos. 32 pages. Illus. 272 pages. Illus. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6819753 DANCE ALL NIGHT: Those Other Southwestern Swing Bands, Past and Present. By Jean A. Boyd. Presents the history and music of those bands that did not garner national fame and patronage. Photos. 280 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95


6898270 YOUR SONG CHANGED MY LIFE. By Bob Boilen. Is there an unforgettable song that changed your life? NPR’s Bob Boilen posed this question to some of today’s best-loved musical legends and rising stars. Interviews include Jimmy Page, Jackson Browne, Cat Stevens, Harry Nilsson, Sophia Loren, including the hit Goodness Gracious Me! CD

6737388 BLUES IN BLACK & WHITE: The Landmark Ann Arbor Blues Festivals. Text by M. Stewart. Photos by M. Gapinski. Recounts the first Ann Arbor Blues Festivals that brought together the greatest-ever selection of blues artists, and has the breadth of American music and made it available to the world. Well illus. 280 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

6737385 BLUES IN BLACK & WHITE: The Landmark Ann Arbor Blues Festivals. Text by M. Stewart. Photos by M. Gapinski. Recounts the first Ann Arbor Blues Festivals that brought together the greatest-ever selection of blues artists, and has the breadth of American music and made it available to the world. Well illus. 280 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

670549X JONI MITCHELL: Refuge of the Roads. In 1983, Joni Mitchell embarked on the longest tour of her career, and this documentary film captures this road trip, featuring Joni and her band, and exploring the songs and stories behind them. DVD

670538X SUSPICIOUS MINDS: The Story of Michael Jackson, the Thriller and the Making of the Mo Money Tour. Photos. 323 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

670528X BOP APOCALYPSE: Jazz, Race, the Beats, & Drugs. By Martin Jorgoff. Jorgoff connects the birth of jazz in New Orleans with the first drug laws, Louis Armstrong, Mez Mozow, Harry Anslinger and the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, swing, Lester Young, Billie Holliday, the Swing Ballroom, Reader Wiles, Charlie Parker, the birth of bebop, the rise of the Beat Generation, and the coming of heroin to Harlem. 16 pages of photos. 412 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

663895X MUSIC MANUSCRIPT WITH MUSICAL TERMS. By Jake Jackson. Flatiron Books. Perfect for writing, sharing and presentation. Also included is a 32 page section on musical terms. 400 pages. Flame Tree. 8/1X11. Paperback Import. $7.95

6645908 THE MARTIN: ARCHIVES: A Scrapbook of Treasures from the World’s Foremost Acoustic Guitar Maker. By Jim Washburn with D. Boek. Get an inside look at C.F. Martin & Co.’s reign as America’s oldest and most revered guitar maker. Featuring an array of images, documents, and removable facsimiles, this history offers insights into the instrument over time. Explore the photos, as well as the times in which the Martins’ lived. 86 pages. Hal Leonard. 12/19/10. $4.95

5743362 HAMILTON: The Revolution. By L-M. Miranda & J. McCarter. Well illus. many in color. 288 pages. Grand Central. 8/10 $45.00 $9.95

6776251 ANATOMY OF A SONG: The Oral History of 45 Iconic Hits That Changed Rock, R&B and Pop. By Marc Myers. Every great song has a fascinating backstory lurking behind it. In this volume Myers brings to life the five decades of music through oral histories of 45 songs woven from interviews with the artists who created them such as: Led Zeppelin’s Whole Lotta Love, Elvis Presley’s Suspicious Minds; Bon Jovi’s Livin’ on a Prayer; and many more. Photos. 323 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

6899899 GOODNIGHT, L.A.: The Rise and Fall of Classic Rock-The Untold Story from Inside the Legendary Recording Studios. By Kent Hartman. Reveals what went into the making of some of the best music of the past forty years. Readers will hear how some of their favorite albums and bands came to be, and ultimately how the recording process was used to further the story. DVD

6896242 THE BEATLES: Their Golden Age. Over a half a century ago John Lennon, Paul McCartney, and George Harrison named themselves the Beatles and soon recruited their drummer, Ringo Starr. This superb documentary is a nostalgic look back at all the iconic moments, featuring interviews with the artists who made them such as: Led Zeppelin’s Whole Lotta Love, Elvis Presley’s Suspicious Minds; Bon Jovi’s Livin’ on a Prayer; and many more. Photos. 323 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

6705111 EPIC SOUND: Music in Postwar Hollywood Biblical Films. By Stephen C. Patterson. The first book to provide a special grandure to the new widescreen stereophonic sound movie experience of postwar biblical epics. See how music was utilized for various ends, sometimes serving as a narrative tool, and at times complicating biblical and cinematic interpretation. Photos. 272 pages. Illus/Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95
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Dvd 695880x neil zaza's 50 melodic rock guitar licks you must know. zaza clearly demonstrates all of the requisite instrumental rock tools that you'll need to master this style: call and response; playing over changes; repetition; motifs; vibrato; bends; slides; and much more. over 3 hours on two dvds. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 6958168 shostakovich's music for piano solo: interpretation and performance. this complete collection of piano works of dmitri shostakovich (1905-1975) are among the most treasured musical compositions of the twentieth century. ideal for volume, pianist sofia moshevich provides detailed interpretive analysis of the ten major piano solos by shostakovich, carefully noting important stylistic details. 228 pages. inup. pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Dvd 6958856 masterbuilt year xxx: fender custom shop. by stephen philips. this stunning volume contains 72 centerfold illustrating 30 years of fender custom shop guitars. you'll discover something new on every page as a window of discovery opens, encouraging your imagination to dream of a new instrument when it is held in your hands. hal leonard. 10x9½. pub. at $39.95 $9.95

Dvd 679016 ukulele for beginners. by tom fleming. whether you want to play on your own or in a band, this beginner's guide offers essential information, tips and techniques for holding your instrument, tuning, strumming patterns, fingerpicking and recording. includes tips on choosing a ukulele, easy-to-follow songs, musician biographies, and more. slipcased. 144 pages. amber. 8½x11. pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Dvd 6958785 chris buono's 50 funk guitar licks you must know. buono's handpicked range of phrases, concepts and techniques delivers a wide variety of classic, contemporary and underground funk styles to help guide your development of the tools, techniques and vocabulary to majorly power up your funk chops. over 3 hours on two dvds. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 6958834 angus clark's 50 rock guitar licks you must know. inspired by the likes of licks by jeff beck, jimmy hendrix, kirk hammert among others. clark will teach you how to build tasty rockin' lines with the major scale, how to apply pre-bends and releases in your solos for optimal impact, pull offs, slides, bent notes, and more. slipcased. 147 minutes, plus a bonus dvd. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 691653x the heart of vocal harmony: emotional expression in group singing. by deke sharpe. this resource guide focuses on honest unified expression and the process of delivering an emotionally compelling performance. it delves into this underdeveloped vocal topic, highlighting the emotional relationship in your voice while singing as a group. it is for all vocal harmony groups, ensembles, and choirs of all levels. 254 pages. hal leonard. paperbound. pub. at $19.99 $5.95

Dvd 674127x guitar chords: a fretboard sticker book. by heresquad. this easy-to-read fretboard stickers included in this volume will ensure that you don't have to worry about what to do next while you play. includes easy-to-follow chord diagrams and simple instructions that will have you building chords in no time; 160 pages. thunder bay. paperbound. pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Dvd 678452x the box maker's guitar book: sweet-sounding design & build projects for makers & musicians. by oscar marxer. whether you're new to the guitar or an expert, this book will help you understand rhythm, rests, meters, time, expression markings, dynamics, scales, chords, intervals, key signatures, chord diagrams, scales and more. master the fundamentals of music notation and theory in no time. includes a cd that brings the essential lessons to life. illus. 285 pages. adams media. paperbound. pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Dvd 679526x the complete book of guitar scales. by phil capone. learn all the essential scale types in every key by reading the clear, easy to understand fingering details. 228 pages. inup. pub. at $11.00 $7.95

Dvd 5969325 the art of singing onstage and in the studio. by jennifer hamady. beginning with a discussion of the history and technology in our culture, the author also reveals the root causes of performance anxiety in music and beyond, as well as how to overcome it. singers, performers, producers, and engineers will become more empowered in the tools of their trade, and clear on how to best communicate with one another. 182 pages. hal leonard. paperbound. pub. at $19.99 $4.95

Dvd 6958842 muriel anderson's 50 right-hand techniques you must know. using the correct right-hand technique is often times the very essence of a particular style and so whether you are drilling down on a specific style or developing your own unique approach, this course will provide the visual and technical guidance necessary. 150 minutes. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 759826x the everything guitar reading book. by marc schneidman and doug stowe. this manual helps you to help you understand rhythm, rests, meters, time, expression markings, dynamics, scales, chords, intervals, key signatures, chord diagrams, scales and more. master the fundamentals of music notation and theory in no time. includes a cd that brings the essential lessons to life. illus. 285 pages. adams media. paperbound. pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Dvd 6924670 the flaming cow: the making of pink floyd's the wall. by ron geesin. by the late 1960s, british prog-rock group pink floyd was experiencing a creative voltage drop, so they turned to composer oran green to help with writing the next album. geesin offers a rare insight into the brilliant but often fraught collaboration between himself and the band. fully illus. in color. 320 pages. chartwell. pub. at $24.99 $17.95

Dvd 6832822 universal method for saxophone. by paul deville. from how to play your first note to mastering advanced concert pieces, this volume offers exercises and advice for every stage of learning, making it both an excellent guide for dedicated students and an indispensable tool for instructors. 320 pages. dover. 8½x11. paperbound. pub. at $19.95 $15.95

Dvd 6958850 chris buono's 50 rock guitar licks you must know. buono covers everything from intervals and sweep picking to classical riffs and whammy-bar workouts. he breaks down advanced concepts into versatile, easy to apply licks that you can use in almost any rock setting, 111 minutes. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 6958885 marc byrne's ukulele for guitar players. no boring exercises, no tedious theory, no reading and no complicated charts. you will play your own favorite songs and even write your own with master as if she were right in front of you. marxer will demonstrate a key learning and then you put that key learning immediately into practice while learning her style. fully illus. in color. 175 minutes. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 6958867 jeff beasley's 50 shred guitar licks you must know. beasley covers the full range of shred licks and an explanation along with scale and arpeggio motifs, right- and left-hand techniques, double-stops, melodic development and much more. after working through and mastering these techniques, you'll have the chops and knowledge to deliver powerful, evocative solos. 156 minutes, plus a bonus dvd. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 6958826 robbie calvo's 50 modal guitar licks you must know. by robbie calvo. if you can achieve big breakthroughs in your understanding of harmony and ability to improve over chord changes. calvo will step you through all seven modes and along the way you'll learn how to craft motifs, develop your musicality, and much more. over 3 hours on two dvds. guitar lab. pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Dvd 694572x boutique acoustics: 180 years of handbuilt american guitars. by michael john simmons. tells the story of the handmade steel-string guitar and how it evolved from the classical guitar of the 1830s. it includes interviews with some of today's most respected luthiers, photos of the finest work, vintage ads, construction details, and a timeline of the luthiers and their instruments. fully illus. in color. 320 pages. chartwell. 10x13. pub. at $24.95 $17.95

Dvd 6832831 electric guitars: an illustrated encyclopedia. by toby bacon et al. this comprehensive a to z guide is organized by maker, country, model, year, style, great guitarists; and musical trends, offering a full view of the industry as well. researched and written by some of the world's leading authorities on the subject. fully illus. in color. 320 pages. chartwell. 10x13. pub. at $24.95 $17.95

Dvd 6832835 intimate guitarists: an illustrated encyclopedia. by toby bacon et al. a comprehensive and informative text with a unique a to z guitar directory organized by brand name makes this a must have reference for the discriminating guitarist. written by some of the world's authorities, this is a definitive guide to the most popular musical instrument in the world. fully illus. in color. 320 pages. chartwell. 10x13. pub. at $24.95 $17.95
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